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Abstract
Elementary Spanish:
An Integrated Cyclical Approach
by
Nelly C. Mclauchlan
June, 1993

The purpose of this project was to produce the Spanish language
component of an intermediate school's (Grades 4-6) integrated core
curriculum.

The Spanish language component was developed around

congruent themes enumerated in a Language Arts block and integrated
with other curricular areas.

The themes or objective areas were outcome

driven (goal oriented), core content generated (based on minimum
competencies), holistic (integrated), incremental, and

utililized

spiralling (continuous review) and multisensory approaches.
The Spanish component was structured around the key concepts of
language learning called the Natural Approach of Stephen Krashen &
Tracy Terrel (1983) and Total Physical Response or TPR of James Asher
(1969).
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CHAPTER 1
Spanish Component: An Introduction

This dynamic world in which we reside seems to be constantly
challenging us as educators to prepare our students for the rigors of its
increasingly complex structure.

Too, as the ability of mankind to

communicate races forward, we find that our children are ill-prepared to
join in because they have not been held accountable for attaining high
ideals and are hampered by their monolingualism.

It is for these reasons

that the Spanish Component as part of a well sequenced, logical, language
arts and integrated school program should be openly welcomed as a step in
the right direction to helping our students to succeed.
The main purpose of the production of this Spanish Component was
to complement specifically the Language Arts segment of an intermediate
level (Grades 4-6) school's integrated core curriculum.

Current textbooks

and activities were felt to be insufficient at this level.

None were known

to exist, which could provide the students with the well integrated,
incremental, spiralling approach to the study of the Spanish language,
which was desired.
Since this program is teacher generated, it also allows the
instructor to better explain to students, parents, staff, administrators,
and the public, the rationale behind the key concepts that were selected.
This exercise in curriculum development would result in a great sense of
accomplishment by its creator, the teacher, thus raising morale. The
responsibility for ownership of such would inspire this instructor to
continually monitor it and bring it more in line with other stated goals
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and student needs.
The nature of this curriculum would allow individual students the
opportunity to feel successful, building their confidence, and

thus

increasing their willingness to be educated and desire to learn.

Students

would be allowed sufficient practice and time in which to learn key
concepts before being introduced to another key concept. Then, again, the
key concepts and overlying goals and objectives will make up about 75% of
all future lessons and 50% of all tests, so that the student would
feel comfortable at school. It is believed that a student not burdened by
an education "machine" moving ahead at a pace faster than theirs will be
more willing to participate in their learning and not so afraid to take
risks, which are needed in creative problem-solving.
Expectations of student levels of mastery would be quite high,
although the number of core concepts would be limited to those
determined to be of high relevancy. Students could demonstrate mastery
of most of these concepts over a very extended period and not feel
pressured to learn it within a restrictive time frame.

This would provide

the instructor with the option of evaluating the student at his/her point
of knowledge acquisition.

In Spanish, this would mean that the student

would be provided with much more time to move "naturally" from prelanguage comprehension to early production and finally communication
without the stress of an immediate grade creating an effective barrier to
learning. The instructor would also have fewer objectives to grade than
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in normal programs of study.
The opportunity for young students to learn a second language would
make them more competitive with others for educational and employment
opportunities.
As educators we preach fairness, democracy, and justice, but do
little to practice this in the schoolhouse.
this

Spanish instructional component

The core curriculum, of which

is an integral part, allows all

students an equal opportunity to learn specific core concepts, while
allowing the teacher the freedom to determine the mode of instruction.
Spanish Language Goals
The Spanish Component of the total overall curriculum will be
organized to achieve the following goals:
Cognitive Level
Grade 4

Develop a demonstrative communication system in Spanish.
Grade 5

Develop oral proficiency in Spanish at a beginning level.
Grade 6

Develop an intermediate level of oral proficiency and a beginning
level of written communication skills in Spanish.
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Development of Affective Domain
A main purpose of this project is to plan a language component that
helps students to learn to become more tolerant of others from differing
backgrounds, and to understand and value the contributions made by
Hispanics to the development of our society.

Other grade level specific

affective goals are as follows:
Grade 4

The students will develop an understanding of key concepts. They
will be trained to identify from demonstrative, oral, and written
examples these concepts.
The students will be able to demonstrate their understanding of
the

meanings (definitions) of the key concepts through their physical

actions and emerging second language (Spanish).
Grade S

The students will be able to write, present orally, and correct
errors in prepared examples and in their own writings.
The student will be able to weigh and decide between the
consequences of various courses of action.
Grade 6

The students will be able to demonstrate appropriate actions that
correlate with stated school and curricular goals and which will
appropriately demonstrate their ability to put their learning to work for
the betterment of their family and community.
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Limitations of the Study

The Spanish component will be very similar to that of the model for
the regular language component of the Language Arts Curriculum at the
intermediate (Grades 4-6) level in this school-wide core curriculum
program.

The areas of the Language Arts for which materials will be

produced include language, writing, study skills, and vocabulary.

Again, it

should be noted that because language production is not to be expected
until two to six months into this program that the Spanish component for
the 4th Grade will rely heavily on demonstrative actions or a kinesthetic
approach, the 5th Grade then will be predominantly oriented toward oral
production, and the 6th Grade will have the students begin to write.
This instructor has decided to prepare introductory materials for
the Language Arts areas listed above. These materials will be defined
initially in both languages, since limited English proficient students (all
Hispanic), and non-Hispanic students will be given the opportunity of
enrolling in this program.

Some activity suggestions are given, but at this

point, the additional daily practice materials have not been created.

This

was done by design, so as to allow the instructor the opportunity to
determine what best suited their students.

Formative and summative

tests are presented to the instructor to provide them with guidance in
how the spiralling of this incremental knowledge would be evaluated.

)
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Definition of Terms

Outcome Based Education
Outcome Based Education (QBE) refers to a process whereby a school
or school district accepts a given set of outcomes and designs "down"
from them to establish what the specific learning objectives will be, and
then determines what personnel and materials will be needed to achieve
those goals. QBE as a movement is gaining strength in the Washington
State Legislature, as well as in many other states' governments.

Please

note that the curriculum here is also driven by outcomes, but unlike the
"pure" model of QBE, which keeps students on the same task until they
master it, the model introduced in this project allows students to stay
with the group and receive instruction on new concepts, while eventually
testing the student for mastery of the missing objective.
Mastery Learning
Mastery Learning is an educational process, similar to OBE, which
begins with a stated outcome and attempts to take a large group of
students and teach a very specific objective. A formative or early
diagnostic test is given to check for understanding. Those demonstrating
mastery knowledge (usually between 80-100%) are then challenged with
enrichment activities, while those that did not master are required to do
corrective exercises.

Mastery Learning with an emphasis on continual

reviews was the basis for much of the curriculum structure to this
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project.

Block ( 1980) states that Mastery Learning is proactive teaching,

whereby the teacher determines the outcomes and levels to be achieved,
the objectives, and the time necessary to complete the tasks. (See also
Wahlberg, 1985; Guskey, 1985; Burns, 1979; Bloom, 1976).

This would

not mean, however, that all staff would have to be in the process of
"doing" Mastery Learning for the curriculum plan to succeed. In fact,
different approaches to teaching the specified sets of outcomes would
allow staff to compare the benefits or drawbacks of the various
structures available.
Core Content (Core Knowledge)
Core Content is the term that was chosen by this instructor in
collaboration with others to relate to specific bits of knowledge, which
will be used as guiding themes for instruction, and which once introduced
will be reviewed continually throughout school. The term "core
curriculum" was first introduced by Francis Parker in 1837 to refer to
specific academic subjects that needed to be taught, more so than many
particular objectives.

Faunce & Bossing (1958) define core curriculum as,

... that part of the experience curriculum which is concerned with
those types of experiences thought necessary for all learners in
order to develop certain behavior competencies considered
necessary for effective living in our democratic society. (p.54)

In 1986, E. D. Hirsch, created lists of what he claims are significant
pieces of knowledge that children should know.

He later refined his list
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with the consensus of parents, educators, students, business and
government leaders, and other significant individuals.

His lists contain

many famous people, events, and they emphasize literature.
The Core Content or concepts that were selected for this program
incorporate some of the general notions of Mr. Hirsch's program, but not
the specific bits of knowledge at this point.

Core Content here will also

be referred to as minimum competencies, or those specific things that
kids are supposed to know.
Spiralling/Incremental (Continuous Review) Approach
A spiraled curriculum is one that reteaches or reviews a previously
taught topic, subject, theme, etc.

Incremental means that all learning

takes place a step at a time. Continuous review means that all previous
learning continues to be practiced on a daily basis. The approach outlined
here would incorporate a continuous review, and that review would be
spiraled back to its first introduction.

It would also be incremental in

that future learning would be built on past learning experiences.

(See

Jones, et al., 1 984)
Integrated (Holistic)
Integrated or Holistic education refers to a process whereby the
various academic subjects are webbed together around a central theme,
and as such, has been called the thematic approach. As an example, we
could study the music of birds, their habitats (science), their relative
sizes (mathematics), their migration (social studies), read a book about
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them, etc. This project, for the present, is only concerned about webbing
in the Language Arts area for both English and Spanish instruction,
because their content would be quite similar and some common
instructional materials and thoughts could be shared.

In two to three

years a truly holistic approach would be most welcome in helping the
educator to show the true interconnectedness of the world. This can be
done, but for the time being the scale is much reduced. (See Banks, 1979)
Multisensory Approach
Multisensory refers to the utilization of a variety of learning styles,
preferably at or near the same time and place, so that students remember
the knowledge taught more completely and this experience is not soon
forgotten. The senses of sight, taste, smell, sound, and feel when
triggered at or near the same time seem to stimulate the brain into a
more permanent remembrance.
Natural Approach
The Natural Approach is a method of language instruction described
by Krashen & Terrel (1983), which emphasizes that prior to production of
communication a human must learn to comprehend the information that is
being directed at him. These researchers state that to not wait until the
language learner was ready would be detrimental to the task of language
instruction. They state that second and any language learning should
follow the same pattern.
_)

1.

This approach includes the following hypotheses:

Acquisition Learning Hypothesis- which suggests that knowledge
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is both "acquired" and "learned."

"Acquired" knowledge is deeply rooted in

the subconscious and refers to an unconscious process that involves the
development of language proficiency through the understanding and
utilization of language in meaningful communication.

"Learned" knowledge

is used when precise language is being called upon and refers to a process
by which conscious rules about language are developed and utilized.
2. Monitor Hypothesis - is a conscious error correction strategy
that allows a learner to speak in "learned" knowledge.

Conscious learning

also may function as a monitor to edit the output of acquired language.
3. Input Hypothesis - states that comprehension can take place and
grammatical rules are learned when the speaker is clearly understood by
the listener.

Acquisition of a language only takes place when input is

meaningful and best where the level of the language input is slightly
beyond (i+ 1 ) that of the listener.
4. Natural Order Hypothesis - states that learning takes place in an
invariant, general learning sequence.

Grammatical structures in both first

and second language are thought to be acquired in the same predetermined
order.
5. Affective Filter Hypothesis - claims that language acquisition
will take place only where the situation is free of negative, anxiety producing threat. This hypothesis suggests that learners who are highly
motivated, have positive self-esteems, and low personal anxieties acquire
language better.
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This project relies heavily on these hypotheses for guidance in deciding on
curriculum content, instructional mode, and evaluation.
Total Physical Response (TPR)
Total Physical Response is the language teaching technique of James
Asher (1969). TPR utilizes body actions and commands to teach a low
level of language comprehension.

It, like the Natural Approach, recognizes

that the learner first must comprehend sounds and the symbolic actions
that they portray in order to proceed to the next level. The imperative and
short sentence structure are utilized. Students then can progress into the
realm of the interrogative, declarative, and exclamatory sentence
when they are capable of comprehending at a basic level.

(See also

Richards and Rodgers, 1986)
Writing Across the Curriculum
Writing Across the Curriculum (WATC) was originally a theory of
how writing ability develops, but has since gained momentum as an
approach to writing in content areas. Martin, et al. ( 1976) state that
there are essentially three kinds of writing.

Expressive or informal

writing is that which consists of writing that tries out new thoughts.
The second, transactional writing is that which requires a high degree of
accuracy and is generally required by instructors in tasks such as the
writing of this project.
age of students.

The last, poetic, is not of consideration with this

The WATC movement promotes the utilization of more

expressive writing in the classroom because it sees this as an opportunity
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to allow students a chance to express their thoughts and feelings,
increase reading comprehension, and stimulate invention.

Although many

of the schools are now going to WATC programs, it must be kept in mind
that the skill of writing is not even introduced in the Spanish component
of this project until midway through the 6th Grade, because of the lack of
second language knowledge of my students.
Specific Learning Objective or (SLO)
A specific learning objective (SLO) is the outcome of an educational
plan for students. Woolfolk & Nicolich (1980) stated that " ... an
instructional objective is a clear and unambiguous description of your
educational intents for your students (p.281 )." (See also Gronlund, 1976)

CHAPTER 2

Literature Review

This researcher was unable to locate a single reference in the
literature to a program of study that combined the Total Physical
Response (TPR) technique of language instruction (Asher, 1969) with a
Mastery Learning (ML) approach (Bloom, 1976), let alone include into this
formula the components of Terrell's Natural Approach (1983), spiralling,
integration of subjects, and the concept of a core curriculum.
This literature review will examine the abundant relevant research
which does exist in each of these component areas to determine whether
they should be selected for incorporation into this project.

The literature

review will look at the various segments in relation to relevant research
in the area of the three domains of learning (affective, cognitive, and
psychomotor).
Affective Domain
" ... no act of intelligence is complete without emotions" (Piaget,
1963, p.3).

Educators are apt to put off discussion of the affective

domain until near the conclusion of their research, but in the material
that this educator reviewed, it became sufficiently apparent that the
affective area was of critical importance, as Piaget has articulated above.
It has been this writer's experience, and probably that of most teachers,
that no matter how able a student is physically and mentally to learn, and
no matter how adequate are the instructional materials and physical
plant, if the teacher
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cannot elicit in the student a desire to pursue learning, then not much
learning will be achieved, leaving all concerned with the child's education
potentially quite frustrated and/or angry. Bloom (1976) found that
approximately 25% of school success was due in part to affective
variables.

From my classroom experience, I would have to believe that

that number is somewhat lower than is the real situation. The study of
the Affective Domain can be further categorized into Attitude, Motivation,
and Anxiety.
Attitude
How a student feels about himself or about the class will go a long
way in determining what level of success he achieves. Bloom (1973),
Frerichs (1971 ), and Purkey (1970) found that self-esteem and school
success were closely linked.

Earlier,

Arthur Combs (1958) postulated

that, "The most important ideas which affect people's behavior are those
ideas they have about themselves" (p.124 ).

It has been pointed out that if

a child's initial learning experiences are successful, then the child will
develop a positive attitude toward himself, learning and school in general
(Barbe, 1 985).
Interestingly, behavioral psychologists have stated that self-esteem
is a fairly high order characteristic need of humans (Maslow, 1968, 1954 ).
The implication for this educator is that self-esteem is not a need that
can be met in a very short time, but rather something that needs to be
nourished during the child's education, and that responsible educators
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should learn those practices that have been shown to be effective in this
area.
A positive self-esteem is quite beneficial in the comprehension and
production of language (Heyde, 1979; Broadkey and Shore, 1976).
Comprehension can be defined as linguistic input that is understood and
production as the audible language that a person speaks. In his theory of
the Affective Filter, Krashen (1982) suggests that the affective variables
of attitude, motivation, and level of stress (anxiety) can determine how
much input is received and comprehended and how much an individual can
produce.

This theory posits that a low affective filter allow the person

to receive more input.

In order to reduce the effect of this affective

filter, Asher (1977) in his Total Physical Response (TPR) technique of
language instruction suggests that the teacher should not correct the
student's early attempts at production, because to do so would be to
increase the student's affective filter and decrease production.

This

correction would inhibit learning that can come from taking risks (LarsenFreeman, 1986). Hatch (1974), Rubin (1975) and Fillmore (1979) also
found that although the "risk-takers" were more prone to make errors at
an early stage in language production, they achieved a higher degree of
language production in the long run.

Even today, the backers of Total

Quality Management (TQM) stress to their adult adherents that it is o.k. to
fail, and that with a slow, steady process and patience total quality can
be attained (Bonstingl, 1992).
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Block (1989), in reviewing several different studies of ML, states,
Mastery-taught students, compared to non-mastery-taught peers,
nearly always had better interest in and attitude toward the subject
matter learned, better self-concept (academic and general), and
higher academic self-confidence. They were also more confident
of their abilities in the subject taught, felt the subject was more
important, and accepted greater personal responsibility for their
learning. And they had more positive attitudes toward their
instruction, especially in cooperative learning aspects. (p.48)
The implication of this research is exciting to this researcher in
that she now knows that she does not have to rush her students along
toward language production, and that by allowing for a few errors to sneak
through, at least in their early attempts, her students will benefit in the
future.
Motivation
Motivation refers to those things or actions that encourage us to
take specific actions or behave in certain ways.

Mastery Learning (ML) has

proven to effect positive motivation in language learning (Krashen and
Terrell, 1983). ML in over 3,000 implementations has been shown to be
effective in most subject areas, including language and at every grade
level as well (See Hyman and Cohen, 1979; Burns, 1979; Levine and Stark,
1982; Abrahms, 1979).
There are many things that motivate students to learn. This
reasearcher discovered that students are motivated by teachers who hold
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high expectations of them,

reflecting what is known as the "self-

fulfilling prophecy" (Rosenthal and Jacobson, 1968; Good, 1970; Pidgeon,
1970; Pippert, 1969). While Larsen-Freeman (1986) discovered in her
observation of a classroom practicing the language technique of
Suggestopedia that when a teacher held the trust and respect of the
students, the achievement of the learners increased. This is not to say
that the teacher needs to be a strict task master to garner the motivation
of the students. Quite the contrary, the teacher can achieve the same
trust, respect, and attend to specific goals in a warm, friendly classroom.
In fact, some researchers have stressed that that kind of environment
does promote achievement and motivated learners (Brown and Dubin, 1975;
Moskowitz, 1978). Also, research points out that teachers who are
systematic and consistent in their teaching ways tend to maintain better
morale in their classrooms (Ryans, 1960). Teachers who are clear and
have good knowledge of the subject matter tend to be motivating factors
of student achievement (Hiller, 1971 ).

And finally, teachers who

demonstrate enthusiasm in the classroom (Rosenshine and Furst, 1973), or
who provide individual students with attention (Bloom, 1976) generally
have students who are higher achievers.

ML is consistent, systematic,

with specific learning outcomes, and provides, via the mechanism of
feedback, the desirable attention to individual students.

TPR as well

requires systematic, sequentially organized objectives, and literally
requires an enthusiastic teacher to get up and demonstrate all the various
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movements.
The instructional material chosen can be especially motivating for
children.

Children particularly enjoy instructional materials that are

geared toward areas that interest them (Tucker and D'Anglejan, 197 5), are
in areas that they are strong in (Barbe, 1985), provide materials that are
relevant to their situation and are well sequenced (Block, 1971 ); they
should also be sensitive to their ethnicity (Suzuki, 1980). Krogh (1992)
supports the overarching curriculum design in which this project resides.
She feels that interdisciplinary themes and projects capture students'
interest.

By increasing their level of concentration, they become " ... more

inclined to learn the academic subject matter" (p.3). Palmer (1992)
additionally states that the integration of the curriculum motivates the
teachers to share new ideas in a "collaborative spirit."

Hirsch (1993)

believes his "Core Curriculum" is responsible for increasing the
attendance, lowering discipline problems, and raising the morale of the
schools that utilize his approach and materials.

Similarly to the ML

approach, he feels that by having clearly defined goals which build on past
knowledge and are designed to be school specific, students will be more
motivated in their learning.

From the few studies which were reviewed,

this would seem to be the case.
The goals of the program in and of themselves can become quite
motivational.

Bandura (1977) suggests that moderately difficult goals

that can be reached in the near future can enhance motivation and
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persistence toward the goal. Goals not too far in the distance tend to
motivate.

Similarly, TPR utilizes a guideline called Input Hypothesis,

which states that for information to be comprehended and motivate the
learner, it needs to be just beyond the learner's immediate grasp (Krashen
and Terrell, 1983).

Perseverance or the amount of time that an individual

is willing to spend on a task can also be increased utilizing ML in this
manner (Carroll, 1963; Husen, 1967). Students incorporating this same
philosophy have succeeded in the subject of mathematics utilizing the
Saxon Method (Mathews, 1993; Armbrister, 1985). Students in this
program stated that they found great satisfaction in their
accomplishments, and were no longer frightened at the thought of having
to do mathematical computations. Of note is the fact that ML, TPR, Core
Curriculum, and Saxon have taken essentially the same steps to insure
that their learners were challenged by material within their grasp and
allowed to repeat material so as to reduce the need and stress of
immediate performance of newly learned materials.
What is of particular interest here is that the motivation described
above is of an intrinsic nature, which means that the students so treated
are not motivated by rewards or payoffs by their teacher, but are learning
for the satisfaction or gratification that it brings them.

This is a nice

break from the "market" society mentality that sticker manufacturers and
other vendors would have educators believe and rely on.
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Anxiety
Anxiety is stress induced by fear of one's environment. Anxiety
appears to interfere with attention and the ability to remember (Wittrock,
1978). A relaxed environment, but not a laissez-faire one, can increase
achievement (Larsen-Freeman, 1986). In TPR, Asher suggests that
language acquisition occurs naturally in this "stress-free" environment
(Asher, 1977; Chastain, 1975). In other words, as stated previously,
achievement in language learning is possible when the instructional time
is fun for the students.

Physical activities like those in TPR reduce

stress and account for increases in achievement (Krashen, 1981 ). Dewey
(1938) early on and later Nicholls (1983) and Csikszentmihalyi (1975)
found that a more playlike and less worklike atmosphere in the classroom
would allow the students to become totally engrossed in the subject and
less worried or anxious about having to perform. This supports and is
strengthened by the research on the affective filter hypothesis of Krashen
(1982) previously detailed.

A structured program that allows the

students the opportunity to repeat parts missed or forgotten has the
positive effect of reducing tension, which leads to anxiety (Seiber, O'Neil,
and Tobias, 1977). The ML approach and the spiraling of the curriculum
should prove beneficial in that this is this technique's main premise.

It is

not possible to remove all of the anxiety from the school situation or
there would probably be no evaluative device of students. And research
has shown that though generally anxiety is bad, some, like that found on a
)
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.

somewhat infrequent summative test in a ML approach can in fact be
beneficial in motivating language learners (Scovel, 1 978; Bailey, 1 983).
It is extremely important that students feel successful.

This

research found agreement that when students feel that they can succeed
they usually do. Dr. Barbe (1985) stated:
When a child begins to experience success in his own abilities and
learns how he learns best, then he will continue to grow according
to his own potential. (p. 192)
It would appear from this information that both TPR and ML, along
with integrating the curriculum, can benefit the language learner, as well
as the other content areas. Woolfolk & Nicolich ( 1980)
conclude:
A good affective education seeks to help students understand,
accept, and express their feelings and to deal more sensitively with
the feelings of others. Finally, it encourages an examination of the
attitudes and values held by the students. (p.1 08)

Another potentially important outcome of a program which has at its
center highly motivated instructors and students would be the support
that the parents and the community would provide to promote such a
situation (Kindred, et al., 1984). Everyone wants to be on a winning team
these days.
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Cognitive Domain
... learning is simply the removal of ignorance. (p.1 OS)
--Jacques Barzun ( 1967)
Although this is a rather simplistic view of what we do as educators
and of the complex cognitive processes required for such to happen, it is
essentially an accurate statement.

Removing ignorance is accomplished

by the reception and integration of information from the world around us.
It is to this "life experience" then that we must focus our attention, so as
to better understand the foundations of learning, so that we may then be
capable of intelligently selecting an adequate strategy of instruction for
our young. Or in the pragmatic view of Dewey (1938), "A child learns what
he lives" (p.2).

Students should be allowed to actively participate in the

learning process as they are the crucial element in their worlds.
Schooling must give the students a chance to actively experience the
world (Farnham-Diggory, 1 972). We are further guided by the master
didactician, Dewey, who states, "It is not enough to insist upon the
necessity of experience, nor even of activity in experience.

Everything

depends on the quality of the experience." The implication of that fact is
fairly clear to this researcher.

That is, if the project that is being

proposed here is to be successful, it must allow the students to interact
with their environment, and they must be provided with meaningful input
that is clear and related to past learning to do so (Smith, 197 5).
Postman and Weingartner (1 969) made the following observation:
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... it is ... insane for a teacher to "teach" something unless his
students require it for some identifiable and important purpose,
which is to say, for some purpose that is related to the life of the
learner. (p.30)
Life-Experience and Language
Language learning then would require an environment rich in
concrete referents from the student's environment to facilitate learning
(Dulay, Burt, and Krashen, 1982). D'Anglejan (1978) further points out
that verbal fluency in a second language is most easily acquired when the
learning context is an informal one.

Learning obviously is hampered, in

her opinion, by artificial environments.

The contextual reference for this

project (See Appendices A and B) was adapted from the work of Hanna, et
al. (1970). The sequencing of the curriculum begins with those things that
are the oldest, smallest, and most crucial to the student and works
outward to encompass larger and more complex visions of reality.

In

order for language learning and the Total Physical Response (TPR)
technique, in particular, to be successful; the course of study needs to be
sequenced in a meaningful way (Kalivoda, Morain, and Elkins (1 971 ).
Cognitive Stages of Development
" ... study should be undertaken by pupils at fitting times when they
have reached the proper stage of development."
--Alfred North Whitehead (1929, p.15)
To determine what input will be meaningful for students at an
intermediate, or any level for that matter, one must necessarily turn to
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the work of the cognitive psychologists. After many years of research and
debate in the fields of education and psychology, it is now fairly well
accepted by most theorists and substantiated in the research that humans
develop in stages, at different rates, in a relatively orderly manner, and
that this development is gradual (Woolfolk & Nicolich, 1980). Benjamin
Bloom's Taxonomy was a pivotal one for educators because it informed us
of the various levels of student understanding (cognition), which could
then help us to decide which type of questioning strategies to utilize with
our students (Bloom, et al., 1956). His levels included knowledge,
comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.

The

students in the intermediate level tend to be approximately in the
comprehension stage in 4th Grade and for the most part move into the
application and analysis stage by the end of the 6th Grade. A very few
students, gifted individuals, are operating at the highest two stages in
this grade level range, but most are not. For that reason, the emphasis of
the proposed curriculum sequence (Appendix A) of materials is at the first
three of Bloom's stages, and within what Piaget (1954) has called the
concrete operational stage .
Age or Developmental Level and Language
The "critical age" theory suggests that there is an optimum time in
the development of the human for language to be learned, and that this
seems to be the period of life prior to the onset of puberty (Fromkin and
. -:Iman, 1978). At least some research seems to point to the fact that
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native-like pronunciation is more often successful during this period of
human development (Asher and Garcia, 1969; Krashen, 1981; and
Patkowski, 1980). Other researchers disagree with this notion (Snow and
Hoeffnagle-Hohle, 1978) and still others feel that the learner attitudes
and context in which the learning takes place are the most important
factors (Gardner, 1980; McLaughlin, 1984 ). Adding to this debate is the
compelling notion of Gollnick and Chinn (1986) that the lack of oral
language proficiency may in fact be related to the
physical changes that take place in the vocal muscle itself during the
onset of puberty. Whatever the case may be, children seem to have a
facility for learning a second language prior to the onset of their adult
lives. This project hopes to take advantage of this situation.
Input Strategies
Case (1978) suggests a strategy whereby the teacher samples
student ability in order to suggest a learning strategy to match the
cognitive level of the students. Once the teacher knows where the
students are in their knowledge level, then the research literature states
that the teacher should plan the student's lessons just out of their reach,
so as to motivate the latter to work toward attaining goals (Klahr, 1978).
This strategy is utilized in TPR (Krashen and Terrell, 1983).
Klahr suggests keeping the amount of information to a few
significant items.

Whitehead (1929) offers:

Do not teach too many subjects, and again, what you teach, teach
thoroughly. Let the main ideas which are introduced into a child's
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education be few and important, and let them be thrown into every
combination possible. The child should make them his own, and
should understand their application here and now in the
circumstances of his actual life. (p.2)
Bearing these ideas in mind, this author proceeded to shape the
Spanish Language Component. Few objectives were chosen, and hopefully
they are sufficiently interesting and motivating for the students at this
level.
Learning Modalities and the Multi-sensory Approach
Children learn by seeing, hearing, moving, and touching. For each
child, one of these channels--visual, auditory, or kinesthetic--is
the one through which he or she learns best. It will decrease the
frustration and increase the self-confidence your child will
experience. It can help your child increase his or her academic
achievement, improve attitudes toward school, and even reduce
discipline problems (Barbe, 1985, p.13).
The main problem with teaching to student dominant modalities is
obviously that the classroom often has thirty, not three pupils in
attendance. Students who have their senses bombarded by their teacher
will undoubtedly have more information imprinted in the recesses of their
memory, but Barbe states that the learner might be confused by so many
different forms of the same message being delivered to him at the same
time, and in addition the teacher may not be very adequate in one of the
modalities herself.

Birdwhistell (1970) suggests that communication

utilizes all three modalities, and Knapp (1972) found that only 35% of the
social meaning of a conversation is transmitted by words. The vast
majority of the meaning (65%) is transmitted by movements and gestures.
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This instructor feels that she can and should operate in each of the
modalities equally well and has incorporated the multi-sensory approach
into the design of this project.
Memory & Cognition
Recency, frequency, and intensity are the factors that influence
memory. Long term memory (LTM) or Permanent-memory is dependent on
the latter two of these factors (Stevick, 1982). This author suggests that
only one intense occurrence of an event can move an experience to the LTM.
That is why the anticipatory sets suggested in Sample Unit 4.1 (Chapter 4)
are so unusual.

Also, Stevick states that massed practice is less

successful than distributed practice in forming LTM.

In other words,

repetition can be beneficial as long as the sequence is varied. The Spanish
Language Component has a continual review process as part of its
structure. Also, research has shown that once an experience is in LTM, it
is more or less a permanent feature (Smith, 1975; Penfield, 1969).
Interference caused by extraneous information may get in the way of the
LTM (Crouse, 1971 ), and so it is suggested that what is to be taught again
be meaningful and few in number (Woolfolk and Nicolich, 1980, Whitehead,
1 92 9 ).

It is this curriculum planner's goal to have the students retain as

much of the language taught as possible, because most students will not
get another opportunity to experience the Spanish language again until
high school.
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Transfer in Learning
Transfer has occurred when past learning has influenced current
learning, or when the student recognizes a new experience which shares
some similarity with an experience in his LTM.
possible in several ways.

Positive transfer is made

Travers (1977) found that positive transfer

occurs when the student is made to completely understand an idea before
going on to the next one. Woolfolk & Nicolich (1980) state
that learning rules and concepts, the "basics" (reading, writing, and
computation)(See also Bestor, 1955) , and study skills (habits) will make
it possible for a student to better handle information in the future.
Apparently, positive transfer also occurs when students are actively
involved in learning in a variety of ways, especially in conditions similar
to those they will be required to face in the future. This fact led B.F.
Skinner(l 973) to suggest:
No one learns much from the real world without help. The real world
teaches only what is relevant to the present, it makes no explicit
preparation for the future. (p.2)
These authors also see overlearning as a means to achieving positive
transfer.
The implications for the design of the Spanish Language Component
are fairly straightforward.

Students in the project will be given the

opportunity to overlearning by the constant reviewing of concepts, will be
presented with the same concepts in several different situations, and will
be expected to be active participants in the learning process.
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Goal Setting - The Objectives
Before you prepare instruction, before you choose material, machine,
or method, it is important to be able to state clearly what your
goals are . . . (p.vii-viii)
--Robert F. Mager (1962)
The goal is the stated outcome to which the student aspires. The
successful achievement of the goal will be as the result of the
accomplishment of a series of explicit behaviors at predetermined levels.
The instructional objective as a step to achieving the goal is a clear and
unambiguous description of the educational intents for the students
(Woolfolk and Nicolich, 1980).

The utilization of instructional objectives

provides focus for all concerned in the learning at hand. Although there
are some criticisms of objectives, including that the teacher has to set
aside sufficient time to write them and may not be able to think of any for
curriculum in certain areas (MacDonald-Ross, 1975), they still are the
best way of determining What will be taught?, How much was learned?,
and Are any changes or modifications needed in the instruction to achieve
greater comprehension in the students?
Students should be provided with the opportunity to share in the
planning (Kindred, et al., 1984 ). Although the foundation for this project
has been necessarily determined, there is still room for much in the way
of student involvement in deciding what directions the writer's class will
take.

As the instructor's familiarity with this program and development

of alternative resources increases, so to will this individual's ability to
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allow for flexibility in the lesson plans, so that students may make
greater contributions to the course of action for their studies.
Integration and Multicultural Education
. . . eradicate the fatal disconnection of subjects which kills the
vitality of our modern curriculum. There is only one subject-matter
for education, and that is Life in all its manifestations.
--Alfred North Whitehead (1929, pp.6-7)
Teaching the interrelatedness of things in the world brings this
discussion back to the needs of the learner to see things in a whole
environment perspective.

Subjects as they are normally taught are

compartmentalized into time frames that have no real connection to the
life of the student outside of the classroom. These subjects rarely hint at
how their content is related to anything else, when in fact a connection of
some kind or other can almost always be found.

Interdisciplinary

education provides the student with the opportunity of seeing how their
learning applies to life (Krogh, 1993). Banks (1979) stated that this
integrated form of education allows students to view situations from
many different perspectives and thus better understand the problems
related to ethnicity and get a global, as opposed to an ethnocentric view
of the world. The Spanish Language Curriculum in this project has been
purposely presented in the context of a Social Studies, Science and
Language Arts integrated curriculum, since it is the author's

ultimate

goal to see that the students could look beyond their particular situation
and value the diversity of this planet's human inhabitants.
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Total Physical Response (TPR)
The classroom can be an effective and appropriate language learning
environment.

There is a sufficient number of similarities between first

and second language acquisition to support a common instructional
philosophy for the two (Ervin-Tripp, 1974; Krashen, 1982). The technique
of Total Physical Response (Asher, 1969), or TPR as it is commonly
known, is based on first language (L 1) acquisition principles.
applicable to teaching anyone a second language (L2).

It is

Ervin-Tripp also

noted that the second language nearly always was acquired at a faster
rate than was the first one. This most assuredly is because the learner is
able to transfer their knowledge of L 1 to L2.

TPR is the teaching of

language through actions with the expressed goal that the children will be
able to internalize the underlying grammatical structures and eventually
produce speech. The assumption is that children will acquire a second
language quite naturally while at play, similar to how they learned the
majority of their first language.

Since early childhood finds us being

nurtured by our parent(s), it is to them that we looked for our first
meaningful input.

It was found that parents primarily educated their

offspring by utilizing isolated vocabulary in single words or in short
pieces (eg. ball, good baby), made significant use of the imperative
(eg.Don't touch), and communicated to the toddlers with many gestures and
physical actions.

An important tenet of TPR is that oral production of a

language lags behind the speaker's competence.

Production is the
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expression of speech in everyday conversation, and competence is the
underlying comprehension of the rules of language (Fromkin and Rodman,
1978). The TPR instructor is patient for production, and allows the
students to produce language when they are ready. By doing so, the learner
can internalize grammar without the need to be concentrating on
production of correct speech. Grammar in this way seems to be
internalized in rather large chunks (Asher, 1977). Another feature of this
technique is the delayed and judicious use of error correction by its
practioners.

This, too, serves to create a pleasant learning environment

and encourages student participation. Again, as stated above, if the
learner is actively engaged in his learning the chance of acquiring
language (or any knowledge) is greatly enhanced.
As of 1980 (Brown, et. al.), there were approximately 5 million
linguistically different school children residing within the borders of this
nation, but when compared with the total school population, it is a rather
small number compared to other countries of the world. Grosjean ( 1982)
has estimated that only 6 to 1 7 percent of the population of the United
State is bilingual or multilingual.

With the increasing economic and

social interdependence of the world's nations, it is becoming increasingly
important for our students to develop the necessary ability to
communicate with others outside of their first language culture.
Mastery Learning
Mastery Learning has been shown to have had many positive effects
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(Walberg, 1985). Mastery Learning is an approach to teaching and grading
based on the assumption that given enough time and the proper
instruction, most students can master a majority of the learning
objectives (Bloom, 1968; Block, 1971 ).

Mastery learning emphasizes

breaking a unit into smaller pieces that would promote a high degree of
understanding by the students. This technique utilizes both a formative
and a summative test. The purpose of the formative being to guide the
teacher in planning and to help the students see what areas they need to
spend more time on. The purpose of the summative is to let the teacher,
students, and others know the level of accomplishment that the student
has achieved.

Following the formative there are corrective activities

given to students not achieving at the mastery level. Carroll (1971) found
that if correctives are presented to the students at a rate that they can
assimilate and the teacher monitors and encourages the student's progress
on these items, then the latter can begin to show marked improvement.
This type of programmed instruction has been shown to be particularly
successful if it is given in small units of learning (O'Day, et al., 1971;
Langer, 1972). A major constituent part of the popular and somewhat
controversial book, The Paideia Proposal (Adler, 1982) included the
stipulation that corrective feedback should be geared at truly remedying
individual deficiencies.
Mastery Learning has been shown to have a positive effect on
retention, transfer of learning, the rate of learning, and effectively
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overcomes the restrictions of aptitude (Block,

1980, 1971; Bloom, 1976;

and Walberg, 1971 ). Woolfolk and Nicolich (1980) summarize Mastery
Learning as follows:
First, there is a sense of clear and definite organization. The
objectives are clear. The activities are intentionally chosen,
divided into small teachable steps, and related to the objectives.
Second, there is an emphasis on involvement. The students are
productively engaged in important academic tasks each day. Third,
there is a strong sense of direction. The teacher is a strong leader
who sets instructional goals, chooses materials, and paces the
lessons. Fourth, each student is taught until she or he masters the
materials. Finally, the atmosphere is busy but pleasant. (p.505)
The Spanish Language Component will utilize mastery learning to
attempt to achieve these same ends.
Psychomotor Domain
The psychomotor domain consists of the stages of the ability to
move in certain ways from one stimulus to another.

Since the children in

this program are certainly normal ten to thirteen year olds, not much in
the way of special planning needs to be carried out in this area.

It should

be kept in mind, however, that TPR methods are not expected to make
athletes out of these children, but may prove to have marginal health
benefits. This would place the students at the "perception level" of
Harrow's (1972) list of psychomotor stages. At least the children will be
required to occasionally move and get the blood circulating. This should
make the students more alert and better prepared to tackle the task of
learning. And as noted by Carlos Castaneda (1971) in his book a Separate
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Reality:
... one goes to knowledge as one goes to war. .. with fear, with
respect, aware that one is going to war, and with absolute
confidence in oneself. (p.88)
In the view of Piaget (1966), classroom learning that does not
provide "action experiences" for the child deprives him of the opportunity
for intellectual growth.

He states that children need to manipulate and

act upon the world. Newport, et al. (1977) feel that language learning
requires movement to be successful, which is what others have been
saying for quite some time (Whitehead, 1929; Dewey, 1938; Asher, 1969).
The Total Physical Response technique of language teaching is quite
suitable for achieving the aims of this project and has been made a
significant part of this work.
Quality Teaching
As the following quotes in Daignon and Dempsey (1974), School Pass
At Your Own Risk, point out, the role of the educator in our society is of
critical importance:
A teacher affects eternity.
stops. (p.45)

He can never tell where his influence
--Henry Brooks Adams

Let our teaching be full of ideas. Hitherto it has been stuffed only
with facts. (p.S)
--Anatole France

)
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The students are alive, and the purpose of education is to stimulate
and guide their self-development. It follows as a corollary from
this premiss, that the teachers also should be alive with living
thoughts.
--Alfred North Whitehead (1929, p.v)
As Whitehead also warns, ". . . an unskillful practioner can easily
damage a sensitive organism" (p.34 ). The plan described in this project
contains much about the important techniques or structures to be used in
implementing a Spanish Language Component.

However, this researcher

did wish to lose sight of the overall purpose of teaching--that it is her
responsibility to stimulate and nurture the academic, social, and spiritual
growth of the children entrusted to her.

Professionalism in education is

the final component of this project, one which is being increasingly
emphasized (Kearns, et al., 1 988). For as in TPR, the teacher is the
director of a great play, and the students are the actors (Asher, 1977). It
is the teacher's role to provide the necessary opportunities for learning to
take place.

CHAPTER 3

Project Design
The Spanish Language Component project design is based on
research from Chapter 2 and input from intermediate teachers at Knolls
Vista Elementary School in Moses Lake, Washington. The design consists
of three areas, the Theoretical Base, Daily Activities Plan, and the
Evaluation Process.
The Theoretical Base
The theoretical base refers here to the expected levels of student
understanding or competencies (Cognitive), the manner in which they
manipulate the information (Affective), the main areas of Language
Emphasis, and the Psychomotor Activities that the student will perform
during their involvement in the Spanish Language Component in the
intermediate school.

(See Table 1, The Theoretical Base)

Cognitive Competencies
In line with the research on cognitive levels, I have selected the
three which correspond most closely to the age levels of students at the
intermediate level for whom this project is designed.

Most students in

the intermediate level are 10-13 years old and the cognitive levels that
relate to their levels of understanding are those of knowledge,
comprehension, and application. This is not to ignore the fact that many
students in the sixth grade are also quite capable of functioning on a
limited basis at higher levels of cognition, including the analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation levels. The levels are meant as a set of basic

Table 1
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The Theoretical Base: Levels
Grade
Level
4

5

6

Cognitive
Affective
Psycho motor
Level
Level
Activities
knowledge/ receive/
Because
comprerespond(21 ) students
hension (21 )
are 10-13
comprerespond/
they will
value (26)
hension/
be able to
Aoolication(26)
oerform at
the percepApplication
value
tual abilities level

Language
Emphasis
vocabulary

pronunciation

grammar
rules

(#) a number in parentheses denotes the week when this
level will be introduced

minimum standards upon which the students in the various grade levels in
this project should be provided with input and be required to operate. The
instructor would be encouraged to follow up and extend beyond these from
time to time, but the students would not be evaluated beyond their
prescribed levels of cognition.
Fourth Grade Expectations
Fourth grade students for the first half of the year are required only
to show their understanding of concepts at a knowledge level through
actions. These physical actions will be based on methods employed in TPR
and will be rich in vocabulary. Too, since many of these students have had
no previous exposure to Spanish, I will utilize some English to make them
feel at ease. The second half of the year will see a shift by the teacher to
a program that begins to emphasize comprehension and the production of
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responses to instructor queries predominantly in the Spanish language.
The context for the development of language in the class will be based on
those places and things most approximate to the student's particular
situation (i.e. home, school, neighborhood, and town).

Physical activities

will include teacher home visits, field trips around school and into town.
The main activity of these excursions will be to develop vocabulary, but
also to be able to interpret, ask, and give directions and locations of
things in time and space. It is hoped that by being actively involved in
their environment in a fun, non-stressful way, the students will be able to
begin to acquire the ability to communicate in the Spanish language.
Fifth Grade Expectations
Fifth grade students will continue to practice all the vocabulary,
actions, and will constantly review concepts from previously introduced
( 4th. Grade) contexts, so that they will feel comfortable communicating in
their limited Spanish.

In week #26 the students will be encouraged to go

one step further by applying what they have learned to new situations and
come to their own conclusions.

Fifth grade students at that point will be

encouraged to explore and express values. Also, at this stage in their
school year, the students will be instructed in the pronunciation of
Spanish.

Since the fifth grade curriculum is heavily laden with

Washington State and United States of America geography and history
content, students at this level will be required to actively participate in
role-playing activities.

Again, although the content of these activities is
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important, the main purpose of the activities will be to have fun, thus
lowering the affective filter and hopefully making the acquisition of
lower intermediate levels of Spanish possible.
Sixth Grade Expectations
The sixth grade student in the Spanish Language Component will be
responsible for knowing all major language concepts and vocabulary
taught during the three years of the program and be able to demonstrate
his/her knowledge through actions, verbal responses, and writing.

It is

felt that nearly all students will be able to relate, conclude, and make
value
)

judgments of information provided to them.

Students will be actively

involved in learning about their physical world and how mankind
manipulates it for his own good. Environmental and economic knowledge
will be put to the test through various activities, some examples of which
include, working in the environment for aesthetic or conservation
purposes, establishing the sale of some tangible goods or services and
role-playing.
Daily Activities Plan
The structure of the daily lesson plan is essentially the same for all
grade levels (Table 2). The curriculum at each grade level is separated
into eight different units lasting five weeks each, although some of the
overarching themes extend for 10-1 5 weeks of classroom instruction. The
five week unit is then divided into two separate sub-units each lasting
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Table 2
Unit Lesson Plan
Intro.
Lesson
Lang. A

Intro.
Lesson
Vocab.
B
Sub-Unit
Form.
Test
A
Intro.
Lesson
Lang.B
or Voc.C
Intro.
Lesson
Vocab.
B or C
Sub-Unit
Form.
Test
B or C

Guided
Practice

1

5

2

Guided
Practice

6

Guided
Practice
Form.
Test
Guided
Practice
Form.
Test

3

7

Correct.
&
Enrich.
Activ.
Correct.
&
Enrich.
Activ.

4

8

Extra
Day

SUB-UNIT A
9

?
SUB-UNIT B

1O

14

18

Guided
Practice

11

Guided
Practice
15

Unit
Form.
Test

19

Guided
Practice
Form.
Test
Guided
Practice
Form.
Test
Correct.
&
Enrich.
Activ.

12

Correct.
&
Enrich.
Activ.

13

16

Correct.
&
Enrich.
Activ.

17

20

Unit
Sum.
Test

21

Note: The numbered days indicate a typical sequence
that would be followed in a unit. The extra day
shown by (?) allows for instructional flexibility
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four ( 4) school days.

The reader should note that this model does not use

the term "week" to refer to the normal period of time beginning with
Monday, but rather to an absolute standard (4.5 days). The reason for this
is that the school year has 36 weeks of varying lengths, and the school
year in my project is based on 40 weeks. The fifth week consists of three
or four days with the first being set aside for a unit formative test. This
is followed by a day of correctives for students who did not master at the
prescribed level and for extension or enrichment for those who did. An
additional day has been set aside to allow for normal school year
disruptions (i.e., assemblies, holidays, etc.). This extra day could also be
utilized for additional corrective or enrichment time.

The last day in this

three- or four-day week is held in reserve for the unit summative test.
The nine day sub-units are further divided into two weekly lessons. The
first week's lesson would practice the new language concepts with
previously learned vocabulary, and the second week's lesson would
introduce the new vocabulary to go along with the context of the sub-unit.
The weekly lesson would include a day for introduction of the topic (2 5%
of class time) and practice of previously learned concepts (75%), followed
by two days of guided practice (following the same 25/75 formula), with
the very end of the third day set aside for a brief mid-week formative
test. The next or fourth day would be utilized as a day for correctives or
enrichment activities.

This then would be followed by the second four-

day week, which begins with either a new language concept or a third
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vocabulary list. This is followed by a second sub-unit formative test, and
finally, by the summative test week. This would mean that a unit would
be a total of 22 days in length, including the optional or extra day. Thus,
the total number of days of planned instruction would be 1 76, which is 22
days X 8 units. This would leave 4 to 5 days depending on a school's
calendar to be used as either introduction, closing, or perhaps held in
reserve for those often unexpected emergencies. The content of the
various units for the Spanish Language Component can be found in
Appendix A.
Evaluation
This project is based on the evaluation methods of Mastery Learning.
Although I will subjectively evaluate my students in regard to their social
behavior, my testing tools in the academic area will be objectively
constructed.

Additionally, all my tests will be criterion-referenced,

which means that I will set the level of mastery prior to the tests and
will adhere to the results for grading purposes. The levels are as shown
in Table 3.
There will be three kinds of evaluation only.

The first evaluation

will be a very brief one on the third day in a new unit over new language
concepts and previously learned vocabulary. The next one will follow on
the seventh day, which will primarily cover new vocabulary and concepts
previously taught.

Success on either or both of these tests will lead the

learner to enrichment activities and non-mastery will lead to a day of
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Table 3
Grading Scales
Forms of Evaluation
MiniSub-Unit Formative/
Formative Formative Summative

Letter
Grades

A
Mastery

100%1

100%

95

N/A

95

90

C

N/A

85

80

D

N/A

70

60

B

Level2

1 Note: No grades will be recorded on this test
2 Above line

correctives.

= enrichment

Below line

= Correctives

On the ninth day, a sub-unit formative will be given. There

will be no immediate correctives of this test and grades will count
toward the total unit grade if the student reaches the mastery level. The
same nine-day cycle is repeated in the second sub-unit with everything
else being the same.

These two sub-units are then immediately followed

by another formative test, which if better then the previous parts will
replace them in the gradebook. Mastery again would lead to a day of
enrichment, whereas non-mastery would again require a day of
correctives. The additional day that is built in could be used here or saved
depending on the extent of non-mastery or mastery in the classroom. The
summative test then would follow with the grade received at that point
the final one for that unit. The eight unit grades would be averaged
together and a final grade given. It is this author's belief that since this
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'
project continually reviews and tests previously learned material, no

averaging would be needed, and that for reporting purposes I could simply
give the last grade earned on a unit test and place a mark on a check off
list each time a new or perhaps an old skill is mastered. This last
proposal is not formally made as a part of this project; however the
author will investigate this possibility as the school year progresses.
It should be noted that the tests will be divided into 50% previously
learned materials and 50% new language concepts and vocabulary. The
number and length of the tests will vary, but as a general guideline,
weekly mini-formative tests will last approximately 10 minutes or less,
)

sub-unit formative tests will be 15-20 minutes in length, and the
formative and summative tests will be roughly 30-45 minutes in duration.
Tests at the 4th Grade level will be demonstrative (but will include
marking X's, circling, and drawing lines of pictures representations of
objects or actions) only until the 21st Week at which time the evaluations
will become a combination of both demonstrative and oral items, and will
include the reading in Spanish of certain basic words and phrases. The 5th
Grade examinations will be mostly oral and demonstrative, and
incorporate more advanced reading than was given at the 4th Grade Level.
There will be no evaluation of writing although it will be introduced
beginning with the 26th Week. The 6th Grade will make use of all previous
evaluation techniques and will be evaluated in the area of writing from
the beginning of the year. Evaluation of the students by this instructor
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and the Spanish Language Component by both the students and this
instructor are included in Appendix B.

CHAPTER 4

Spanish Language Component:
Sample Unit 4.1

The foregoing is a sample lesson plan for the first unit at the 4th.
Grade level in the Spanish Language Component. For a complete listing of
the entire intermediate Spanish Language Component's language objectives
and the sequence and contexts in which they will be taught, please turn to
Appendix A. For a more detailed look at the specific vocabulary and
language constructs in these, please see Appendix B.
As noted in the project design (Chapter 3, Table 2), the unit lesson
will consist of a 21 or 22 day cycle.

The activities listed below are

meant as an indication of what can be done with the clear realization that
they will need to be monitored and adjusted to the specific needs of the
particular students and their environments. The duration of a day's lesson
in the Spanish Language Component will depend on the total overall
curriculum's time requirements; the plan is to use from 30 minutes to 45
minutes a day.

Lessons that are highly motivational will not be

constricted by a "time block" mentality, except for the natural
constraints of recesses, lunch, and specials (i.e. P.E., Music, Library,
assemblies, etc.).

)
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Unit 4. 1: Child's Home
Purpose:

This is the introductory unit to the entire three-year Spanish

Language Component.

The building where this program will be

implemented is an intermediate school (Grades 4-6).

Students entering

this school are often unaccustomed to the new surroundings. To facilitate
a smooth and more comfortable entry into this school and its different
approach to learning (i.e. Mastery Learning), this instructor has
chosen a topic of which the students are already masters, their own home.
It is believed that when presented with the familiar surroundings of their
own rooms, the students will be much more relaxed, interested in the
lesson, and more willing to share and participate in the classroom.

It

should also be noted that students will be encouraged to ask questions,
and that at this introductory level much of the lesson will given in their
primary language, English, in order to make them feel more at ease about
this unique situation.

Important Note:

future lessons in one key aspect.

The first unit varies from

In order to initially utilize more

effectively the language concept of prepositions of location, a vocabulary
list of objects has been presented in the first lesson.
Sub-Unit 4.1 .1 : Bedroom
Purpose:

In the home, the child usually feels most comfortable in

his/her own room.

Here he/she can escape all of the frustrations and

stresses of the world outside.

Placing students within the confines of

their rooms should give a sense of security or safety and a feeling of

)
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confidence that they will be able to understand what it is that they are to
learn.

Placing new labels on old, familiar constructs should facilitate the

acquisition of these bits of knowledge.

SLO 4.1.1: The learner will be able to identify five common furnishings
that are found in most bedrooms. The learner will be able to identify and
demonstrate five prepositions of location utilizing physical actions,
models and/ or pictures of bedroom furnishings.
Day 01 - An Introductory Lesson

Vocabulary Focus:

Bedroom Furnishings

Key Concepts:

"el dormitorio": "la cama", "la mesita", "la c6moda",
"la almohada" "el ropero" "obieto"
"si" "no"
J
I

Materials:

I

I

I

a large table, a pillow, sheets or blanket, cardboard
boxes of varying sizes, colored felt, 9" X 12" sheets
of construction paper, plastic "9 X 12" page
sleeves, (optional) doll house furniture, a shoe box

Preparation:

1. Draw on the construction paper pictures of
of the various pieces of bedroom furnishings, label
on their reverse and laminate.
2. Color, paint, and cut the various cardboard boxes
so that they resemble pieces of bedroom furniture.
Attach the plastic sleeves in spots on the
furniture which are visible to the students.

so

Preparation. contd.,
3. Cut the colored symbols for pictures of pieces
of furniture. Maintain one 9" X 12" sheet intact
for a background. This should be glued to a sheet
of cardboard the same size.

All the pieces will

then be stored in a 1O" X13" manila envelope and
labeled SPAN 4.1.1 BEDROOM PLAN.
4. Prepare an overhead transparency that has all
the vocabulary pictures and their titles on it.
5.
)

Large pair of full-length pajamas, stocking cap,

and stuffed animal.
Activities:
1. Anticipatory Set:

This instructor will begin the lesson dressed in

pajamas and stocking cap, clutching teddy bear, and covered by blankets,
while in a prone position on the large table (bed). A discussion will be
elicited by asking the students the following questions:
A. What am I doing?
B. Where do you think I am?
If for some reason they can't figure it out, the students will be told, that
their teacher is in her bedroom ("el dormitorio") and the lesson will begin.
2. Discussion: This teacher will then proceed to take the students
on a brief tour of her "dormitorio", pointing to and naming the various
bedroom furnishings in Spanish (eg. "la cama", "el ropero", etc.) The 9" X
)
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12" pictures of the furnishings will be held up next to the cardboard box
models that they represent and then placed in the plastic sleeves attached
to the boxes. Further a brief discussion will be encouraged by asking the
students the following questions:
A. Do you have your own bedroom or do you share?
B. What do you like about your room?
C.

Is your bedroom similar to or different from this one? In

what ways?
3. Drawing Activity: The students will be provided with a 9" X 12"
sheet of white construction paper and asked to draw their rooms putting
in the five furnishings that are modeled in the classroom as the instructor
points to it and or holds up the object card. The students will be asked to
copy the Spanish label for the object from the board, where the teacher
has written in large letters the word for the object, but will be informed
that they are not going to be required to have to write any words on their
tests. An option here is that the instructor can run off copies of the
objects with or without their labels from the overhead transparency and
hand them to the students as models of the furnishings.
4. Closing Activity: The instructor will take out the 9" Xl 2" sheets
from the boxes and have the students turn over their drawings. The
Teacher will, once again, point to and name each piece of bedroom
furnishing. Then the Teacher will mix-up the cards, read one off with the
picture side away from the student's view, and ask if there is a student
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who can show by touching the object named by the teacher. All students
who raise their hand and those who did not will be encouraged to try this
game.
Day 02 - Guided Practice

Many of the same activities that were suggested for Day 01 can also
be incorporated in this day, below are offered a few more for optional
activities.
Materials:

all previous materials,

a handout prepared as in

suggested in the anticipatory set (see below)
Activities:
1. Anticipatory Set: Students are asked immediately upon the start
of this lesson to determine which of the following "cinco" ( S) "objetos"
were i m~ "dormitorio". They will be provided with a handout showing a
"dormito, ,o" and ten objects around the edge. They are to draw an arrow
from an "objeto" that belongs to "el dormitorio". These can be passed to a
neighbor or the student can correct their own paper. The instructor will
have an overhead copy of the handout and will point to and name the
various objects around the picture, calling upon individual students to say
"si" or "no" concerning whether the "objeto" belongs in the "dormitorio".
2. Small Group Practice Drill:

The teacher will divide the class into

small groups of three to four students each, and then will return to the
large "dormitorio" props from the previous day's lesson and will point to
and name the various furnishings. Then the instructor will say to one
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of these groups, "I want you to find all the "objetos" I name in the order in
which I name them." The instructor will hand the student 9" X 12" number
cards to place in the plastic sleeves. Then the teacher will read, holding
up the number one, "Place "uno" were you find (eg.,"la mesita")." The
students will be told when they have placed all five number cards whether
they were correct or not. The cards will be mixed and then the next group
will be asked to do the same.
3. Closing Activity: Request a student volunteer to role play the
following scenario.

All other students are to point to the correct picture

on their handouts. Note: Story to be read by the teacher or, if possible a
Spanish-speaking student. The reader should pause after each sentence
requiring a physical action to allow time for such.

The teacher will ask

the class at the end of each action whether or not the volunteer carried
out the correct action. They will respond by saying either saying "si" or

"no".
Scenario 1: You find that you are tired when you get home from
school. First, you throw your books on "la mesita" and your shoes in "el
ropero". Next, you climb into "la cama" and lie down. You fluff up "la
almohada" and go to sleep. You are awaken by your mother calling you.
You grab a clean shirt from "la c6moda" and go to dinner.
Day 03 - Guided Practice/Mini-Formative

The instructor needs to keep in mind that the mini-formative or
brief evaluation at the end of the day's lesson must be given and to allow a
minimum of ten minutes for that activity.
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Materials:

all previous materials, students will have been
requested to bring "su almohada" from home,
Teacher prepared mini-Formative Test (see below),
(25) 3" X 5" laminated cards, five of each kind of
bedroom furnishing

Activities:
1. Anticipatory Set: Teacher hands every student coming through
the door a 3" X 5" card upon which is a picture of one of the pieces of
bedroom furnishing. Then the teacher asks all those with "la almohada" to
)

sit in a designated spot on their "almohadas" and watch the furniture
movers go to work. Students with the other furniture cards are called
upon to move the furniture swiftly and quietly when their card is called
out. They are not to show anyone their card during the move. After the
move, the teacher will check cards to make sure that the movers and those
sitting on "almohadas" are correct.
2. Make Your Own Bed!: At the teachers instruction, individual
students are going to be called up to the large bedroom set with their own
"almohadas" and told to do various things. These would include the
following and more:
A. Make "la cama".
B. Put your books on "la mesita".
C. Put "la almohada" on top of your head.
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Mini-Formative:
The teacher will pass out a sheet with all five of the bedroom
furnishings on it and ask the students to color each one a specific color
(eg. "el ropero" brown, "la cama" yellow), or number the pictures as they
are read off. An alternative testing format would be to have the students
come up sometime during the class day and touch the five bedroom
furnishings as they are read off by the teacher.
Day 04 - Correctives and/or Enrichment

For those students who achieved 100% correct, in other words 5 of 5
correct on the mini-formative, there will be an enrichment activity, and
for those students who received less, a corrective activity.
Materials:

crayons, markers, or paint large sheets (18" X 24")
of art paper

Corrective:
With four or fewer students:
The corrective activity would consist of the student(s) listening to
either the teacher, a Spanish-speaking student, or possibly a tape, while
manipulating the felt bedroom furnishing.

The dialog would suggest the

following.
Scenario 2:

Open the envelope marked SPAN 4.1.1 BEDROOM PLAN

and empty its contents onto the table being careful not to spill any. You
should have a large square; this is "el dormitorio" or bedroom. [Repeat]
"el dormitorio" ... (pause). There are five pieces of furniture and one black
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square. Place the black square aside for now. Find "la cama" and put it in
"el dormitorio" ... (pause). Check to see that you have put the gray piece into
the room. If not do so now... (pause). Now find "la almohada" and place it in
"el dormitorio" on "la cama". And so it would go.
With more than four students: The same type of activity suggested
with the felt model would be performed utilizing the large set props and
teams of 2 or 3 students at a time.
Enrichment:
As a reward for having achieved 100% on the mini-formative,
students will take large sheets of paper and design one of the following
things:
A.

A futuristic "dormitorio"

B.

Their ideal "dormitorio"

Day 05 - An Introductory Lesson

Language Focus:

prepositions of location, also combining the
preposition "de" with the masculine article
"el"

Key Concepts:

= "del"

"en", "sobre", "enfrente de", "detras de", "al lado de",
"debajo de", "preposici6n(es)", "locaci6n"

Materials:

pictures of objects representing relationships of
location in space on 9" X 12" construction paper

Preparation:

1. Draw or paste pictures showing the relationship
of two objects in space on the 9" X 12" paper,
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which is then laminated.
2.

Place different objects in the locations listed

in key concepts above in relationship to the
"objetos" used en "el dormitorio" above.
Activities:
1. Anticipatory Set: The teacher will have prepared "el dormitorio"
set as indicated in Preparation #2 (see above). The students will then be
asked the following kind of questions and more.

Individual students will

be called on to respond. Their typical answer is given in the (parentheses)
The teacher adds to the student response as follows in the [brackets].
)

A. On what is the basketball? ("la c6moda")
["si", the basketball is "sobre la c6moda. "]
B. Below what are the shoes? ("la cama")
["si", the shoes are "debajo de la cama. "]
C. Where is the television? ("el ropero")
["no", the television is not "en el ropero" .]
This activity is geared mainly to review "el dormitorio" vocabulary,
but at the same time it is to see where things are in relationship to those
things we know.
2. Discussion: The teacher will then explain the various key words
of "locaci6n" to the students by showing the spatial relationship between
various objects and "el dormitorio" vocabulary.
3.

)

Closing Activity: The teacher will ask students for items to ·
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contribute to "el dormitorio", so that if the students hand this instructor a
book and it is placed "sobre la mesita", this instructor will point out the
relationship and say the words.

This will be done with various objects

until each "dormitorio" furnishing has at least two student objects in
spatial relationship with it.

Students will be asked to identify by name

and then come up and retrieve their items when the specific location is
given. For example:
A. What is "debajo de la cama?" (book)
["Si," a book is "debajo de la cama. "]
B.

[Teacher] Will the student who has a pencil "sobre la

mesita" please come and get it. (Note: This will be most
interesting if two students have a pencil "en el dormitorio".)
Day 06 - Guided Practice

Activities:
1. Anticipatory Set:

Once again this instructor will greet the

students "en la cama" in pajamas. The students will be asked to raise
their hands if they can state where the teacher is in Spanish. This should
give the students an opportunity to receive praise for even partial
knowledge of this new concept.
2. Small Groups Practice: The instructor will group the students
into groups of three to four students each and ask them as a group to place
five objects in spatial relationship with our "dormitorio" props as
directed by the teacher.
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Day 07 - Guided Practice/Mini Formative
Team Activity "Treasure Hunt":
The students will be divided into two teams by their teacher and
taken outside to the playground equipment. Then one student from each
group will present himself/herself in front of the teacher.

The teacher

will state the following:
"Treasure is located "debajo de" monkey bars! Go
search!"
This would then be the students' cue to hurriedly place themselves
under the monkey bar. The first to do so would receive a point for his/her
team. An optional activity here would be to have the students place
objects in relationship to other objects.
Mini-Formative:
The teacher would pass out a paper on which was "el dormitorio" and
various objects located in spatial relationships are drawn.

Students

would be asked to first number the "objetos"; for example, I. "la cama", 2.
"el ropero", etc. and then number the relationships pictured, 6. "debajo de",
7. "en," etc. Optionally, the teacher could have individual students do
either part of or the entire test using physical responses in the
"dormitorio" props to demonstrate understanding.
Day 08 - Correctives or Enrichment

For those students who achieved at the 95% level ( 11 of the 1 2
correct) the instructor would provide enrichment activities.

For those
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who scored less, a corrective activity.
Materials:

shovel, small index card box, candy gold coins, a
sealable plastic bag large enough to hold the index
box, blank video or audio tape, sandwich bags,
3" X "5 index cards

Preparation:

1. The small index box will be filled with candy
gold coins, "the treasure," and placed into the
sealable plastic bag.
2. A hole will be dug and the "treasure" buried just
below the surface in a location close to the class.
3. Directions will be written on 3" X 5" cards and
buried or hung at specific locations on the
playground.
4. A videotape will be made showing directions for
retrieving the "treasure".

Corrective:
For the students who do not master this mini-formative, they will
be given the envelope with the felt pieces and asked to listen to the next
activity on the tape or will be questioned by the teacher similar to the
corrective measures outlined for Day 04.
Enrichment:
The students who have successfully mastered the mini-formative

j

will be allowed the opportunity to search for real milk chocolate treasure.
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A video tape or audio tape will lead them to a series of clues placed on the
playground, which read together will tell them exactly where to dig for
the treasure.

The clues will be written as follows:

To find the direction

you walk from the classroom door. Look for the note to the fairy god
mother "debajo de la almohada." To find out how far you have to walk from
the door, see the poster "en frente del ropero" of the teacher, etc. All
children will share in their reward, and if the treasure is not found, the
instructor will have the treasure for herself.
Day 09 - Sub-Unit Formative
Because of the sparsity of material covered up to this point, only
those students who did not master the mini-formative on Day 07 will be
required to take this test. Other students could be given an additional
recess or allowed to play games indoors, quietly. Those who had mastered
the mini-formative will have their grades of A or B recorded in the
gradebook. (It should be remembered these grades will only count half of
the unit grade.) Depending on the number of students doing the corrective,
this sub-unit formative could be accomplished through a demonstration of
physical actions in the "dormitorio." If there is a large number of
students taking this test, then a parallel test to that given earlier would
need to be constructed.
Sub-Unit 4.1.2: Bathroom
SLO 4.1.2: The learner will be able to identify five common furnishings
found in most bathrooms. The learner will be able to identify six of
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his/her nearest relatives.

The learner will also be able to utilize

prepositions to demonstrate spatial relationships between people in
his/her family and the bathroom environment.
Day 1 O - An Introductory Lesson

Purpose:

The bathroom is another room in the home that the students

know quite intimately. They should be able to relate the new concepts in
Spanish quite well with previously learned constructs.
Vocabulary Focus:

Bathroom Furnishings

Key Concepts:

"la tina", "la ducha", "el lavabo", "el inodoro", "la
toalla", "el jab6n", "el espejo"

Materials:

a couple of towels (paper towels, o.k.); a room with
a sink (or make one from a cardboard box); hand
soap; shower cap; back scrubber; two large
(refrigerator size) boxes to be made into a bath tub
and a shower stall; and a large mirror; 9" X 12"
sheets of construction paper; 9" x 12" plastic page
sleeves

Preparation:

1. Draw or paste pictures of the items listed in the
key concepts above and place them in plastic
envelopes attached to the sides of the bathroom
furnishings.
2. Construct a bathtub and shower out of large
refrigerator shaped cardboard boxes. Students can
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help with this task. These can be decorated.
Activities:
1. Anticipatory Set: Again, this instructor plans to be theatrical by
wearing a shower cap, with a towel wrapped around her (while dressed in
shorts below!), holding a back scrubber, and standing in the box made up to
look like a shower.

Similar to Day 01, questions will be asked to elicit

discussion on where she is and what she is doing. The students will be
informed that she is in "el bano" getting clean.
2. Discussion:

The instructor will walk around pointing to and

naming the objects, as well as describing the location of objects within
"el bano". The 9" X 12" cards will be shown to the students and placed
with the "objetos" they describe.
3. Review of "El Dormitorio": The majority of the class time (75%)
will be spent on having the students demonstrate in "acciones" their
acquired knowledge of "el dormitorio" and "locaciones" of "objetos" in
their space.
4. Closing Activity: The name cards will be removed from the boxes
"en el bano," and reviewed a couple of times more by the instructor. Then
she will ask for volunteers to see if they think they can name some of the
"objetos" found en "el bano".
Day 11 - Guided Practice
Activities:
1. Anticipatory Set: A handout with ten items around it will be
handed out to the students. They are to determine which objects belong
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inside the frame "El Bario". They can demonstrate their knowledge by
drawing an arrow from the object that belongs to the frame. These may be
self-corrected, or as a diagnostic, later corrected by the instructor.
2. Small Group Practice: Students will be placed into groups of
three or four students by the teacher. The students will be asked to work
as a team to place certain objects in either "el dormitorio" or "en el balio"
by the teacher. The teacher will ask the rest of the class to participate,
while one group is actively involved, by saying "s1" or "no" when asked if
the other group was correct. This can be played as a game with the groups
scoring a point each time they get a right answer. The total number of
points earned by all groups can be pooled to earn some form of
"cooperative" reward.
3. Closing Activity: One student can be chosen to role play a person
"en el balio" or "en el dormitorio," with the rest of the class following
along on their handouts of "el bano" and or "el dormitorio."
Day 12 - Guided Practice/Mini-Formative

Materials:

prepared handout for the formative test

Activities:
The guided practice this day would imitate Day 11 , but would
necessarily have to be shorter so as to allow the students adequate time
in which to take their mini-formative.
Mini-Formative:
The teacher will pass out a sheet with all seven of the bathroom
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furnishings on it and ask the students to write in each one the numbers
from 1-7. Then the teacher will have the students number from 8-13 on
the back of their sheets.

She will then show a spatial relationship that

exists between two distinct objetos, and then have the students pick
between three possible choices.
For example, [Teacher pointing to a hat on the sink]
A. The hat is "sobre el lavabo."

(Correct Answer)

B. The hat is "en el lavabo."
C. The hat is "debajo del lavabo."
Day 13 - Correctives and Enrichment

For those students who achieved 100% correct on their
examinations, there will be an enrichment activity, and for those students
who received less, a corrective activity.
Materials:

crayons, markers, or paint and 9" X 12" white
construction paper

Corrective:
The corrective will consist of a drawing activity similar to that of
Day 01. Students will be asked to draw pictures of the various items
described by the teacher, and label them as indicated. The instructor may
at this time offer copied models of the various bathroom furnishings or
simply allow the students to design their own.
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Enrichment:
The enrichment students will be asked to do the same activity as the
students doing correctives with the exception that instead of staying with
and following the model of the teacher, they will be allowed to design
either:
A. A bathroom of the future

B. A bathroom in a strange or unusual place
Day 1 4 - An Introductory Lesson

Vocabulary Focus:

Family Members ("la familia")

Key .on1 !pts:

"mama", "papa", "hermano", "hermana", "abuela",
"abuelo"

Materials:

pictures of the family members named in key
concepts mounted on 9" X 12" construction paper
and laminated; old clothing; a gray wig

Activities:
1. Anticipatory Set:

This instructor will dress up like an elderly

women and place himself/herself either within the confines of the
bedroom or the bathroom. The students will be asked who they think this
person represents and describe what their relative "locaci6n" is to some
other "objeto".
2. Discussion:

Discussion will be centered on the closely related

branches of the "family tree". The laminated pictures will be placed on
the board with lines showing the family ties between the various
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individuals.

Students will be asked where certain individuals are in

this tree in relation to each other.
3. Homework:

Students will be asked construct a family tree with

the names of only those family members discussed in this class.

Students

will be provided with a handout with the appropriate boxes and connecting
lines for this purpose.
4. Review Practice: The students will be asked to place an object in
one of the two sets and then each will be allowed to ask a friend to
describe the "locaci6n" of the "objeto."
Day 1 5 - Guided Practice

Material:

an overhead copy of the family tree

Activity:
1. Homework Share: As the name implies student's share with the
class the finding from their homework research. They should be able to
point to the overhead and name the various family members who occupy
those slots. The students will then be asked to look at the overhead and
say where relatives are in relationship to the student and to each other.
2. Small Group Practice: The teacher will break up the students into
groups of three or four students. Each group of students will be given a
chance to place the members of their "familia" in the various "locaciones"
in "el dormitorio" or "en el bano." The rest of the class is responsible for
telling them "si" or "no" regarding where they are placed. Again, a
cooperative system of earning points for some tangible reward will be
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used to increase intra-group and inter-group cooperation.
Day 16 - Guided Practice/Mini Formative

Materials:

a prepared formative test

Guided Practice:
Individual volunteer students will be given the opportunity to roleplay one of the members of la familia. They will get to play teacher
pointing to a place or object and demonstrating via gestures their position
relative to the object. The teacher would ask "si-no" questions about the
demonstration of the class as a whole and specific individuals within it.
Mini-Formative:
The mini-formative would show the six family members in various
positions within "el bano".

Students would be asked to number from 1-7

to identify the locations, and 8-1 3 on the back of their sheets to do a
multiple choice of family members as the laminated pictures are held up
and carried around the room for them to see.
Day 17 - Correctives and Enrichment

For those students achieving 100% correct on their tests, there will
be an enrichment activity; for those students who received less, a
corrective activity.
Materials:

dried apples; cloth; yarn; cloves; model doll
house and furniture; hot glue gun; and felt kit
constructed on Day 03 of the overall unit
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Corrective:
The corrective will consist of the non-mastering students making
family dolls of dried apples with the teacher to learn the relationship that
exist between them and their context.

The students will actively play

with their dolls; if too many students (more than five) are in this group,
then the prop large "dormitorio" and "bano" would be utilized.
Enrichment:
The students who have successfully mastered the mini-formative
are to be asked to see who can make the longest list of things that are
normally found in "el bano" or "el dormitorio" that we have not mentioned
in class. The winner would be rewarded with a small prize, such as a
pencil.
Day 18 - Sub-Unit Test

It should be noted that a student receiving a mastery grade on this
or the other sub-unit examination may choose to keep those grades and not
be required to take the Formative Test on Day 19 or the Summative Test
on Day 21 . The sub-unit examination shall consist of the following:
1. The first section shall be a visual test. The teacher will
place photos of ten items from the vocabulary words (Dormitorio and Bano
lists) either on the wall or on the overhead in random order. They will be
numbered from 1-10. Then the instructor will say one of the words and
the students will write on their papers the number that corresponds to
)

their selections (10 points).
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2.

Next, the teacher will ask specifically where five members

of the family are in relation to items in the bathroom.

The instructor will

then show their photos and stand or point to where they would be located.
Then she will give three possible choices as to who it is and where they
are located. For example,
[Teacher pointing at grandmother in front of the mirror]
A. "Soy abuelo enfrente del espejo."
B. "Soy abuela enfrente del espejo." (Correct Answer)
C. "Soy hermana al lado de la tina."
3.

Finally, individual students would be called upon to

demonstrate five more possible combinations utilizing the prop structures
or anything else that the teacher deems necessary.
Mastery level on the sub-unit instrument would be 19 of the 20
correct (95%).

Non-mastery of this test will provide the student with the

items needed to study for the Formative Test the following day.
Day 19 - Formative Test

Basically, the formative is an extended version of the sub-unit
formatives.

For this unit it would consist of the following:
1. All eighteen vocabulary pictures being placed on the

overhead or on the wall at the same time, from which the learner would
have only to write the number that corresponds to the picture, which in
turn corresponds to the vocabulary word read aloud by the teacher.
2. Twelve people and objects will be placed in the two
different prop sets.

Again, a series of three possible answers will be
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read, with the student placing only the correct letter on his paper.
The entire test will be worth 30 points and should take
approximately 30 minutes to complete. Any student showing mastery at
the 90% level (27 of 30) would not be required to do any corrective
activities the following day.
Day 20 - Correctives and Enrichments
Any student not receiving 90% or above on Day 19 will do some
corrective work on this day.

The corrective will consist of specifically

correcting individual student errors from the Formative Test.

The rest of

the class will be sent outside to bask in the rays of the summer sun.
Day 21 - Summative Test

The Summative will include exactly the same kind and number of
items as the Formative, simply rearranged into new patterns. The best of
the individual student's test grades will be recorded and reported home.
The scale found in Chapter 3, Table 3 will be the criterion used for all
grades.

1

2

Note: No grades are recorded from the mini-formative

CHAPTER 5

Summary

This project was conceived by this author as a means of promoting
the teaching of the Spanish language in the elementary school of her
children, Knolls Vista Elementary School in Moses Lake, Washington.

With

nearly 40% of the children of the school of Hispanic background, yet only
about 5% of them able to speak Spanish, it seemed that the children were
missing out on a wonderful opportunity to acquire a highly useful
language.
First, this researcher looked into the curriculum at the intermediate
grade level to determine how best to plan an adequate curriculum for
children of this age.

Several informal meetings were held with teachers

at each of the grade levels ( 4-6), with the Reading Specialist, and with
the newly hired principal. The teachers were very excited about some of
the innovative new programs that were being implemented at the school.
Paramount among these was Mastery Learning. What was interesting was
that the various teachers utilizing this program were each implementing
it in a slightly different manner. The basic model of Bloom, Block, Guskey,
and others, however, was in place. This investigator was shown results of
improved grades that she would not have believed if she had not seen the .
tremendous improvement that her own son had made while being taught
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with mastery learning techniques. This prompted the author to further
study the philosophy of Mastery Learning and examples of its
implementation in other places.

After intense review and much further

reading, it was decided that Mastery Learning would make a strong base
for a Spanish Language curriculum, especially if one wanted to convince
the teachers of this school to include it in the overall school curriculum.
Mastery Learning was chosen because it held children to achieving at a
high level, was incremental, and was goal-oriented.

It provides all

involved, parents, teachers, students, etc., with an incredible amount of
feedback information on progress and allows for both correction and
enrichment activities.
Currently, this author utilizes the (TPR) techniques of Asher in her
classroom.

In the opinion of this author, TPR is one of the most useful

ways to make the students feel at ease and not so worried about whether
their pronunciation or sentence structure is absolutely correct.

Having

taught in the primary grades, the author's feeling is that children at this
age ( 10-1 3 years old) would have a most enjoyable time of learning
Spanish.

Since most of the classes in TESL, linguistics, and language

study taken by the author at Central Washington University made
reference to and covered in depth the technique of TPR, not much time was
spent reviewing this theme.

Mastery Learning and TPR were combined to

together and form the backbone of this project.
Knolls Vista Elementary is currently considering the notion of a kind
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of "core curriculum", which would be a set of basic minimum objectives
that would need to be presented to students in order to claim mastery. In
researching this topic, this investigator discovered that the concept was
rather old in this country, actually extending back into the early 19th.
Century. It has recently had a resurgence under Ed Hirsch, whose popular
books adorn the front of most commercial bookstores today.

Surprisingly,

England has produced the most information on the "core curriculum"
recently, since that entire country seems bent on adopting a "national core
curriculum." The debating of its merits and drawbacks made interesting
reading, but since there were few concrete examples of actual
implementation, it was of little value for this project.

My Spanish

Language Component was designed with a content area that would
approximate a typical core curriculum, with the ultimate realization that
much of that segment of the project could actually get modified or
eliminated at a future date.
Strongly related to the notion of the "core curriculum" is the notion
that the curriculum needs to be somehow drawn together, so that students
would be able to have a learning experience that was as all encompassing
as are their own life experiences away from the school.

Again, this

Spanish Component was designed to flow with other subjects.
words, it is an attempt at integrating the curriculum.

In other

Still, if this

project were to be implemented, the teachers or at least a representative
committee of them would need to get together to determine how best to
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integrate this project and the rest of the curriculum into a cohesive
"holistic" learning experience.
Finally, this instructor became influenced by the success of
students of the Saxon mathematics program in the Liberty School District.
After sending away for sample materials and reading through them, I
determined that the Saxon program was basically the Mastery Learning
program, with a heavy emphasis on spiralling and an incremental approach
to learning.

Although many of the mathematics instructors that this

investigator consulted with at CWU were strongly against the methods of
Saxon, it still seemed to me that it offered the consistent and "success"
oriented procedure that would work well in a language class.

Although it

is highly repetitive, no one ever learned to talk by hearing an input only
once.
Based on this research and input from the staff at Knolls Vista
Elementary and others, this project took shape. In Chapter 3, an attempt
was made to provide the reader with the theoretical template for creating
a Spanish Language Component that utilizes the techniques described
above. A sample unit (Chapter 4) was provided to give the reader an idea
of some possible activities, and how they could be implemented if offered
the opportunity. Learning objectives for the Spanish Language Component
and content that related to them was placed in Appendix A and Appendix B,
respectively.

A letter introducing the program to all concerned is

included in Appendix C. Since evaluation of this and any program is a
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must, forms for that purpose have been included in Appendix D. The last

twr - 'oendices (E and F) were the author's attempt to demonstrate how
th, ... .re language arts program at the school could be more closely
integrated.

Conclusion

In conclusion, as one can readily see by the length of this paper, I am
quite excited about the possibility of having this Spanish Language
Component proposed to an intermediate school for inclusion into their
regular curriculum.

Sufficient information from which a reviewer can

make a decision has been provided.

It is regrettable that time constra1

'c

and a rather full schedule have only allowed time enough to briefly outline
one lesson plan; however, the author is quite anxious to explain what kind
of learning activities could be carried out at the other grade levels.
Especially enjoyable would be the opportunity of explaining how the study
of a second language can benefit children.

Recommendations
Although this teacher would enjoy presenting the material included
in these pages to students, it does not appear that that will be possible.
This author was offered a job recently at the high school level and will be
teaching there next year.

However, this author will still carry forward
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her plans to present this proposal to the school. Her expertise in Spanish
Language could be called upon to assist another teacher who perhaps is not
as fluent, and who may have questions in regard to how best to implement
the Spanish Language Component into his or her curriculum.
Once implemented, it is hoped that the educator(s) who utilize this
component will feel free to share with others their insights into the
component's usefulness and shortcomings. Too, it is hoped that they will
make the necessary "on-course" and "post-instructional" changes that will
benefit future learners.

This curriculum guide should be no less dynamic

than the students and their world.
The instructor who utilizes this curriculum design should bear in
mind that it is his or her responsibility to the students, their parents, and
the community to insure that what is taught is ...
. . . SIGNIFICANT or relevant to preparing the student for
further opportunities,
. . . TAUGHT with expertise,
... SUFFICIENTLY PRACTICED to develop LONG-TERM MEMORY,
... INTERRELATED to demonstrate the TRUE NATURE of our
WORLD,
... USER FRIENDLY so as to develop EXCITED, SUCCESSFUL,
and MOTIVATED LEARNERS.
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Specific Learning Objectives for 1993
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SPANISH LANGUAGE
GRADE

OBJECTIVES

FOUR

WEEKS

CONTEXT

INTRODUCED LANGUAGE CONCEPTS

00-05

4.1 Child's Home

1.1 Prepositions (of location)

00-02
03-04
05
06-10
06-07
08-09
10

.1 Bedroom
.2 Bathroom

Summative Test
4.1 Child's Home
.3 Kitchen
.4 Living/Rec. Room

Summative Test

11-15

4.2 Child's School

11-12
13-14

OBJECTS
.1 Classroom
.2 Playground

15

4.2 Child's School

16-17
18-19

ACTIVITIES
.3 Classroom
.4 Playground

1.3 Prepositions (of time)

Summative Test

21-25

4.3 The Neighborhood

21-22
23-24

.1 My Backyard
.2 My Neighbors

25

2.1 Imperative Sentences (using Action Verbs)

Summative Test

16-20

20

1.2 Prepositions (of direction)

Summative Test

2.2 Interrogative Sentences (w/Prepositional
Phrase Responses)
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SPANISH LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
GRADE FOUR
PAGE TWO
WEEKS

CONTEXT

INTRODUCED LANGUAGE CONCEPTS

26-30

4.3 The Neighborhood

Interrogative Sentences
w/ Declarative Sentence Responses (2.3)

26-27
28-29

.3 The Park
.4 The Store

30 Summative Test
31-35

4.4 Child's Town

31-32
33-34

.1City Hall
.2 Hospital

2.4 Exclamatory Sentences

35 Summative Test
36-40
36-37
38-39

4.5 Child's City

3.0 Compound Sentences

.1Museum
.2 Stadium

40 Summative Test

NOTE: 1 Week= 4.5 day units, such that a typical unit lasts 9 days and preparation
for the summative would last 4 days. This would alleviate the discripancy
between the normal school year of 36 weeks and the 40 weeks of themes
listed above.

(
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SPANISH LANGUAGE
GRADE

OBJECTIVES

FIVE

WEEKS

CONTEXT

INTRODUCED LANGUAGE CONCEPTS

00-05

5.1 Washington State

4.1 Action Verbs (Direct/Indirect Objects),

00-02
03-04
05
06-10

06-07
08-09
10
11-25

REGIONS
. 1 Eastside of Cascades
.2 Westside of Cascades
Summative Test

5.1 Washington State

INDUSTRIES
.3 Agriculture
.4 Industry
Summative Test
5.2 United States -- Regions

THE WEST
11-12
13-14

15

20
21-22
23-24
25

4.3 Helping & Main Verbs

. 1 Pacific Northwest
.2 California
Summative Test

CENTRAL U.S.
16-17
18-19

4.2 Linking Verbs (Ser & Estar)

4.4 Verbs (Kinds of ) Review

.3 Great Lakes
.4 Midwest
Summative Test

EASTERN U.S.
.5 New England
.6 The Far South
Summative Test

4.5 Verb Tenses
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SPANISH LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
GRADE FIVE
PAGE TWO
WEEKS

CONTEXT

INTRODUCED LANGUAGE CONCEPTS

26-40

5.2 United States -- Foundations

DISCOVERY
26-27
28-29
30

4.6 Irregular Verbs
.1 Native Americans
.2 Exploration

Summative Test

HISTORY
31-32
33-34
35
)

5.1 Adverbs I
.3 Founding Fathers
.4 War & Peace

Summative Test

PROGRESS
36-37
38-39
40

.5 Manifest Destiny
.6 World Power
Summative Test

5. 1 Adverbs 11
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SPANISH LANGUAGE
GRADE

OBJECTIVES

SIX

WEEKS

CONTEXT

INTRODUCED LANGUAGE CONCEPTS

00-05

6.1 Natural Resources

6.0 Nouns

00-02
03-04

.1 Water
.2 Air

05
06-1 O
06-07
08-09
10
11-15
11-12
13-14
15
16-20
16-17
18-19
20
21-25
21-22
23-24
25

Summative Test
6.1 Natural Resources

7.0 Subject/Predicate (SVO agreement),

.3 Soil
.4 Minerals
Summartive Test
6.2 Industry

8.0 Pronouns

.1 Manufacturing
.2 Transportation
Summative Test
6.2 Industry

9.0 Adjectives

.3 Agriculture
.4 Fishing
Summative Test
10.0 Subject Compliments (Predicate
Nominatives & Adjectives)
.1 Goods & Services
.2 Supply & Demand

6.3 The Economy

Summative Test
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SPANISH LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
GRADE SIX
PAGE TWO
WEEKS

CONTEXT

INTRODUCED LANGUAGE CONCEPTS

26-40

6.4 The Environment

11 .0 Phrases and Clauses

26-27
28-29

ECOLOGY
.1 Ecosystem
.2 Biomes

30

Summative Test

CONSERVATION
31-32
33-34
35

.3 Soil and Land
.4 Water and Air
Summative Test

CRITICAL
ENVIRONMENTS
36-37
38-39
40

12.0 Comprehensive Language Review

.5 Amazon Jungle
.6 The Antartic
Summative Test

12.0 Comprehensive Language Review

APPENDIX B

Spanish Language Component:
Specific Vocabulary and
Language Objectives
in Detail

)
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SPANISH

LANGUAGE

OBJECTIVES

LANGUAGE CONCEPTS & VOCABULARY LISTS
GRADE FOUR

voe. OBJ.

SPAN. UNIT OBJ.
4.1.A THE HOME

4. 1.B THE HOME

el
la
la
la
la
el

dormitorio
almohada
cama
c6moda
mesita
ropero

la
la
el
la
el
la
el

familia
abuela
abuelo
hermana
hermano
mama
papa

la
la
la
el
el
el
el

cocina
cafetera
estufa
homo
lavaplatos
refrigerador
tostador

el
la
el
el
el
el
la

bano
ducha
espejo
inodoro
jab6n
lavabo
toalla

la sala y sal6n
de recreo
la lampara
el reloj
la silla
el sofa
diversiones
el estereo
la grabadora
la radio
el tocadiscos

..)

LANG. OBJ.

1 . 1 preposici6n
de locaci6n
al lado de
debajo de
detras de
en
enfrente de
sabre
(de + el = del)

1.2 preposici6n
de direcci6n

a
de
desde
hasta
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SPANISH LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
GRADE FOUR
PAGE TWO
SPAN. UNIT OBJ.
4.2.A THE SCHOOL

voe. OBJ.
la clase:
gente
el director
los estudiantes
la profesora
el profesor
la secretaria

la clase:
objetos I
el cuaderno
el escritorio
el lapiz
el libro

LANG. OBJ.
2.1 imperative
(verbos)
abra
cierre
lea
saque

objetos II
la mesa
el papel
la pizarra
la silla

4.2.B THE SCHOOL

patio de
recreo
el columpio
las llantas
la pelota
el tobogan

sujetos
las ciencias
la escritura
la historia
la lectura
las matematicas
la musica

1.3 preposici6n
del tiempo
antes de
despues de
para
2.1 imperativo
(verbos)
corra
camine
tire

SPA .... ""'.
GRADE FOUR
PAGE THREE
I

.... ,

' ' ·""""''

' " " ....

" . , " " .... " " I I . . . . . ""'

SPAN. UNIT OBJ.
voe.
4.3.A THE
mi patio:
NEIGHBORHOOD objetos
el jardin
la manguera
el pasto
el perro
el gato

OBJ.
mi patio:
gente
el amigo
el primo
el cartero
el lechero
el vecino

LANG. OBJ.
2.2 interrogativo
lQuien es?
lD6nde esta?
lQuieres __ ?
lD6nde queda?
lCual es?

el pargue:
objetos
los arboles
la arena
el basurero
las hamacas

2.2 interrogativo
& 2.3 declarativo
Using previously
learned language
constructs.

mi barrio:
el apartamento
la casa
el garaje

4.3.B THE
NEIGHBORHOOD

el pargue:
gente
la nina
el nino
el payaso

la tienda:
gente
la cajera
el carnicero
el heladero
el panadero

la tienda:
objetos
la came
el helado
la leche
el pan

Verbos de Acci6n
correr
jugar
sa lta r

SPANISH LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
GRADE FOUR
PAGE FOUR
SPAN. UNIT OBJ.
4.4 THE TOWN

4.5 THE CITY
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voe. OBJ.
la municipalidad:
gente
objetos
el alcalde
la autobomba
el bombero
el coche de policia
el juez
la caneria
el policia
el extinguidor
los tubos
el hospital:
gente
objetos
el doctor
la ambulancia
la enfermera
el herido
el paciente
La Cruz Roja
la receta

voe. OBJ.
el museo:
gente
el conservador
el director
el portero

el estadio:
gente
el equipo
los j ugadores

el museo:
objetos
el arte
los carros
las fotografias
el hueso
la momia
la ropa
el estadio:
objetos
el arco
el baloncesto
el bate

LANG. OBJ.
2.4 Exclamaci6n
iAuxilio!
iHay una
Emergencia!
jPor favor!
jSocorrro!
verbos de acci6n
cortar
curar
llegar
medicar
recetar
sa I ir

LANG. OBJ.
3.0 oraci6n
compuesta
Using previously
learned language
constructs.
verbos de acci6n
descansa
gana
juega
mira
pierde
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SPANISH

LANGUAGE

OBJECTIVES

LANGUAGE CONCEPTS & VOCABULARY LIST
GRADE FIVE
SPAN. UNIT OBJ.
5.1.A WASHINGTON
STATE
REGIONS

5.1.B WASHINGTON
STATE
INDUSTRY

voe. OBJ.

LANG. OBJ.

el este:
lugares
el Iago
el rio
la represa

el este:
objetos
el pez
anteojos de sol
traje de bano

el oeste:
lugares
la ciudad
la montana
la playa
la puerta

el oeste:
objetos
las almejas
el barco
Objetos
la langosta Directos
lndirectos
la ostra
Io
me
la
te
las
nos
las
le
me
les
te
nos

gente
el arquitecto
el carpintero
el campesino
el ingeniero
el patr6n

agricultura:
objetos
la cereza
el esparrago
la manzana
la menta
el trigo

industria:
el avi6n

4. 1 verbos de
acci6n
esquiar (agua)
nadar
navegar
pescar
velar
ver

4.2 verbos
(Ser & Estar)
verbos de acci6n
comercializar
cosechar
cultivar
pi scar
producir
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SPANISH LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
GRADE FIVE
PAGE TWO

voe. OBJ.

SPAN. UNIT OBJ.

5.2.A UNITED STATES lugares
REGIONS:
Disneylandia
The West
mercado publico
restaurante

5.2.B UNITED STATES lugares:
REGIONS:
rancho
Central U.S.
el establo
la granja
la hacienda
la quinta
objetos:
hotel
los botones
las maletas
la piscina
la reservaci6n

5.2.C UNITED STATES fiesta:
REGIONS:
objetos
Eastern U.S.
el calendario
los globos
el pastel
la pinata
la torta

objetos
la cuchara
el cuchillo
el plato
la servilleta
el tenedor

LANG. OBJ.
4.3 verbos &
verbos auxiliares
haber + verbos
verbos
beber
comer
pedir
tomar

objetos:
rancho
las botas
el caballo
el lazo
la montura
la oveja
la vaca

4. 4 revista de
verbos

vacaciones:
objetos
el centro
la estatua
el metro

4.5 tiempos de
verbos
bailar
gozar
ir
sentir
visitar

SPANISH LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
GRADE FIVE
PAGE THREE
SPAN. UNIT OBJ.
voe. OBJ.
5.3.A. UNITED STATES lugares
FOUNDATIONS: America
Discovery
Centro America
El Caribe
la isla
Mexico
alfabeto
a,b,c,ch,d

5.3.B UNITED STATES objetos:
FOUNDATIONS: indegendencia
History
la constituci6n
los derechos
el documento
la libertad
el rey
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gente
Aztecas
Crist6bal Colon
conquistador
Hernan Cortes

LANG. OBJ.
4.6 verbos
irregulares
hacer
sa I ir
traer

objetos
los animales
las carabelas
los frutos
el oro

verbos
bautizar
descrubir
explorar
pelear

objetos:
gaz y_ guerra
las armas
el can6n
la democracia
la destrucci6n
la dictadura

5.1 adverbos I
correctamente
eficazmente
furiosamente
honestamente
libremente
pac1ficamente

alfabeto
j,k,1,11,m

alfabeto II
n,n,o, p,q

5.3.C UNITED STATES objetos:
objetos:
FOUNDATIONS: el destino gotencias del mundo
Progress
el astronauta
el boleto
la carreta
el cine
la estrella
el comercio libre
la luna
la estampilla
nave espacial
el teatro
la tierra
alfabeto I

alfabeto II

5.1 adverbos IIA
despaciosamente
fugazmente
naturalmente
rapidamente
tranquilamente
5.1 adverbos IIB
mal
ahora
poco
bien
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SPANISH

LANGUAGE

OBJECTIVES

LANGUAGE CONCEPTS & VOCABULARY LIST
GRADE SIX

voe. OBJ.

SPAN. UNIT OBJ.
6. 1.A NATURAL
RESOURCES

verbos:

agua
cocinar
hervir
la var
limpiar
tomar

~------~-~----~--~-~
6.1.B NATURAL
RESOURCES

verbos
a planar
cultivar
ir
regar
objetos:
minerales
el anillo
el carb6n
la mina
la plata
la sal

LANG. OBJ.

verbos:
a ire
evaporar
respirar
vivir

6. 0 nombres:
from the
"objetos" list up
to the present

objetos
el filtro
el fuego
el oxigeno
el term6metro

-~-----------------,- ~-~---objetos:
tierra
la chacra
las plantas
la semilla

gente
el joyero
el minero
el tractorista

7.0 sujeto y_
predicados:
located in
sentences using
"los objetos y
los verbos"
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SPANISH LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
GRADE SIX
PAGE TWO
SPAN. UNIT OBJ.
6.2.A INDUSTRY

voe. OBJ.
objetos:
manufactura
el dinero
la fabrica
los muebles
el obrero

LANG. OBJ.
objetos:
transporte
el autobus
la bicicleta
el cami6n
el cache
la motocicleta

8.0 pronombres
(lista A)
mio/a
tuyo/a
suyo/a
8.0 pronombres
{lista B)
este/a
ese/a
aquel/aquella
aquello

--·- ·- --- --- ------ --- ------------- -- ------ ------------------6.2.B INDUSTRY

objetos:
plantas medicinales
la creencia
el curandero
el dolor
el est6mago
los remedios

objetos:
la pesca
el anzuelo
la cana
la carnada
el pescador

9.0 adjetivos I
barato/a
bueno/a
malo/a
poderoso/a
9.0 adjetivos 11
chico/a
grande
liviano/a
pesado/a
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SPANISH LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
GRADE SIX
PAGE THREE
SPAN. UNIT OBJ.

6.3 THE ECONOMY

voe. OBJ.

LANG. OBJ.

mercancias & servicios
this section will depend
on the survey input of my
students as to what their
parents do for a living.

10.0 sujetos
complemento
predicados nom.
& adjectivos

abastecimiento y demanda
objetos
verbos
el austral
comprar
el d61ar
proveer
la ganancia
vender
el guarani
el peso

--·- ---------·-·- --- -----6.4.A ENVIRONMENT:
Ecology

--·- ------------- -·- - - - -

ecosistema
el acuario
ciclo del agua
di6xido de carbono
inerte
el terrario
vivo

biomas
el acuatico
el desierto
la marina
la selva
la tundra
animales
la arana
el mono
el pajaro
la rana
el tigre
la vibora

-·- ---·-

11 .0 frases &
clausulas:
with the content
of this unit
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SPANISH LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
GRADE SIX
PAGE FOUR
SPAN. UNIT OBJ.

voe. OBJ.

6.4.B ENVIRONMENT:
Conservation

12. 0 revisi6n
tierra y suelo:
del lenguaje
el aserradero
la atm6sfera
la finca
la huerta
los materiales inorganicos
los materiales organicos

LANG. OBJ.

agua y aire
la cloaca
la contaminaci6n
la irrigaci6n
las pesticidas
el tajamar
el vehiculo
viciado
( el aire viciado)

--,- --------------·- ------·- ---------·- -·- -----·- ----·- ---6.4.C ENVIRONMENT:
Critical
Environments

La Selva Amaz6nica
objetos
adjetivos
la lluvia
caluroso/ a
las hojas
caudaloso/a
los salvajes
hondo/a
la selva tropical humedo/a
la tapioca
tupido/a
las frutas silvestres
La Antartica
objetos
adjetivos
la ballena
congelado/a
la foca
fr1o/a
el hielo
marino/a
el petr61eo
blanco/a
el pingOino
negro/ a

12.0 revisi6n
del lenguaje

APPENDIX C

Brief Descriptor of
Spanish Language Program, 1993

I
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. . . is a holistic, spiral approach in the provision of
a second language arts curriculum to students at
this institution. This approach operates under the
belief that students can and will learn more
efficiently when presented with fewer objectives
and allowed to practice them more often in a given
term.
It is the goal of this staff and this approach to
develop long-term mastery learning in our students,
while alleviating the frustration that many students
and teachers feel in the normal whirlwind tour of
the foreign language arts objectives of most
textbooks.
School Staff

APPENDIX D

Spanish Langugage Component
Evaluations

1 11

SPANISH LANGUAGE COMPONENT
(STUDENT ATT ITU DE SURVEY)
NOTE TO STUDENT: Please remember not to put your name on this form as I
want you to feel free to show me how you feel about this class. Your
honest opinions are needed to assist me in improving the class and my
teaching of it.
Please follow all directions given on how to complete this
form and return it to my desk in the manila envelope provided for such.
THANK YOU, MRS. MCLAUCHLAN
PLEASE CIRCLE THE NUMBER THAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR FEELINGS, USING
THE KEY BELOW:
RATING

SCALE

Strongly
Agree

1

Agree
2

Neutral
3

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

4

5

1.

The Class as a whole interesting
and fun.

1

2

3

4

5

2.

I would recommend this class to
my friends.

1

2

3

4

5

3.

I was pleased with my grade

1

2

3

4

5

4.

The Teacher's grades reflected
my strengths and weaknesses

1

2

3

4

5

5.

I was given a chance to offer my
opinion

1

2

3

4

5

6.

I could get help from my teacher

1

2

3

4

5

7.

My teacher treated me fairly

1

2

3

4

5

8.

My teacher rewarded my work fairly

1

2

3

4

5
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f

t.-.

SPANISH LANGUAGE COMPONENT EVALUATION
(Student Performance Rating)
Name:

--·- -·- -----·- -

Needs
Improvement

Satisfactory

Excellent

1.

Accuracy of work

--·- ·- -

---

----·- ·

2.

Volume of work

---

-----

----- -

3.

Punctuality

----- -

-----

-----

4.

Cooperation with
Teacher

-----

---- -

------

5.

Cooperation with
fellow students

-----

---- --

-----

6.

Time taken to learn
new tasks

-----

--- ---

-----

7.

Willingness to
assume responsibility

8.

Ability to work
under pressure

9.

Overall evaluation
of student performance

Is this student performing up to expectations? _____ Explanation below:

Teacher Signature ___________________________ Date ____________ _
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SPANISH

LANGUAGE COMPONENT EVALUATION
(Teacher Self-appraisal Form)

What in the course can be improved upon? Give ideas for change.
1.

Objectives

2.

Instructional Methods

3.

Materials

4.

Physical Environment and Other Considerations

What positive things happened the classroom this year?

Explain.

Teacher
Signature ___,______________________ Date ______________,___ _

,·-

(

APPENDIX E

Language Arts Curriculum
Sequence by Topic
Objectives for 1 9 9 3

r
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LANGUAGE

-

4th

Prepositions
Sentences (incl. Frag & Run-on)
Sentences (Kinds of)
Capitalization
Punctuation
Compound sentences

-5th
Action Verbs, (Direct/Indirect Objects)
Linking Verbs
Helping & Main Verbs
Review All Verbs
Verb Tenses
Irregular Verbs
Adverbs

-

6th

Nouns
Subject/Predicate (Subject - Verb Agreement)
Pronouns
Adjectives
Subject Complements (Predicate Nominatives & Adjectives)
Phrases & Clauses
Language Usage Problems
Comprehensive Language Review

116

r
WRITING

-4th
Purpose & Audience
Sentences (incl. Frag & Run-on)
Sentences (Kinds of)
Paragraph Structure (Main Idea, Topic & Supporting Sentences)
Editing
Conversation Writing
Story Writing

(

-5th
PARAGRAPH DEVELOPMENT
Description
Time & Space Order
Explanation
Narration
Contrast
Comparison
Persuasion
Poetry

-

6th

Abbreviations
Friendly (Informative) Letter
Business Letter
Informative Letter
Writing Reports
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,,........,

STUDY SKILLS

-

4th

Goa I Setting
Synonyms & Antonyms
Alphabetical Order
Dictionary Skills
Thesaurus
Encyclopedia
Other Reference (Atlas, Almanac, etc. )

-

5th

(

Review 4th Curriculum
Book Parts
Bibliography
Classification
Card Catalog

-

6th

Test-taking
Note-taking
Interviewing
Organizing Skills

118

READING

-

4th

Author's Purpose
Main Idea
Setting
Recalling Particular Events

-

5th

(

Causes of an Event
Sequence of Events
Drawing Conclusions
Predicting Outcomes

-

6th

Summarizing a Story
Evaluating a Story

APPENDIX F

Language Arts Curriculum
Sequence by Grade Level
Objectives for 1993

FOURTH GRADE CURRICULUM MODEL

120

PLEASE NOTE: Skills from all of these LANGUAGE ARTS areas will be
taught and evaluated holistically, although specific key concepts in each
will be identified. Too, once a key concept is taught it will then be
continually reviewed from that time forward.

Grade Four: Subject Emphasis
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Vocabulary

Sentence Kinds & Structure
Sentence and Paragraph Structure
Reference
First 200 Basic Words, Curriculum,
and Key Concept Words

Weeks 0-5

(

Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Prepositions
Purpose & Audience
Goal Setting
Author's Purpose

Weeks 6-10
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Sentences (incl. Fragment & Run-on)
Sentences (incl. Fragment & Run-on)
Synonyms & Antonyms
Author's Purpose

Weeks 11-15
Language
Sentences (Kinds of)
Writing
Sentences (Kinds of)
Study Skills
Alphabetical Order
Reading
Main Idea
Note: 1 Week = 4.5 day units, such that a typical half unit lasts 9 days and
preparation for the summative would last 4 days. This would
alleviate the discrepancy between the normal school year of 36
weeks and the 40 weeks of themes listed above.

r

Fourth Grade Language Arts Curriculum
Page Two
Weeks 16-20
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Punctuation
Paragraph Structure (Main Idea,
Topic & Supporting Sentences)
Dictionary Skills
Main Idea

Weeks 21-25
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Punctuation
Editing
Thesaurus
Setting

Weeks 26-30
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Capitalization
Conversation Writing
Encyclopedia
Setting

Weeks 31-35
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Compound Sentences
Story Writing
Atlas & Almanac
Recalling of Specific Events

Weeks 36-40
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Compound Sentences
Story Writing
Periodicals & Reader's Guide
Recalling of Specific Events
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FIFTH GRADE CURRICULUM MODEL
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By utilizing this model, the entire 4th. Grade Curriculum
would be reviewed at least in part on a weekly basis.
PLEASE NOTE:

Grade Five:

Subject Emphasis

Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Verbs and Adverbs
Paragraph Development
Second 200 Basic Words, Curriculum,
and Key Concept Words
Causes of and Sequences of Events,
Drawing Conclusions, Predicting Outcomes

Weeks 0-5

(

'

Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Action Verbs and Direct & Indirect Objects
Description
Review first half of 4th. Curriculum
Causes of an Event

Weeks 6-10
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Linking Verbs
Time & Space Order
Review second half of 4th. Cun. __ ..,m
Causes of an Event

Weeks 11-15
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Helping & Main Verbs
Explanation
Book Parts
Sequence of Events

Note: 1 Week = 4.5 day units, such that a typical half unit lasts 9 days and
preparation for the summative would last 4 days. This would
alleviate the discrepancy between the normal school year of 36
weeks and the 40 weeks of themes listed above.

..-----.

Fifth Grade Language Arts Curriculum
Page Two
Weeks 16-20
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

-

Review all Verbs
Narration
Bibliography
Sequence of Events

-

Verb Tenses
Contrast
Bibliography
Drawing Conclusions

-

Irregular Verbs
Comparison
Classification
Drawing Conclusions

-

Adverbs
Poetry
Classification
Predicting Outcomes

-

Weeks 21-25
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading
Weeks 26-30
(

Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading
Weeks 31-35
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

-

-

Weeks 36-40
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

-

-

Adverbs
Poetry
Card Catalog
Predicting Outcomes
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SIXTH GRADE CURRICULUM MODEL
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PLEASE NOTE:
By utilizing this model, the entire 4th. & 5th. Grade
Curriculum would be reviewed at least in part on a weekly basis.
Grade Six:

Subject Emphasis

Language
Writing
Study Skills
Vocabulary
Reading

Nouns, Pronouns, Adjectives, Subject/
Predicate, Phrases
Letter & Report Writing
Basic Skills
Third 200 Basic Words, Curriculum,
and Key Concept Words
Summarizing & Evaluating Stories

Weeks 0-5
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Nouns
Abbreviations
Test-taking
Summarizing a Story

Weeks 6-10
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Subject/Predicate (SVO agreement)
Friendly {Informative) Letters
Test-taking
Summarizing a Story

Weeks 11-15
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Pronouns
Business Letter
Note-taking
Summarizing a Story

Note: 1 week = 4. 5 day units, such that a typical half unit lasts 9 days and
preparation for the summative would last 4 days. This would
alleviate the discrepancy between the normal school year of 36
weeks and the 40 weeks of themes listed above.

Sixth Grade Language Arts Curriculum
Page Two
Weeks 16-20
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Adjectives
Report Writing (Style)
Note-taking
Summarizing a Story

Weeks 21-25
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Subject Compliments (Predicate
Nominatives & Adjectives)
Report Writing (SS/SC)
Interviewing
Evaluating a Story

Weeks 26-30
(

Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Phrases & Clauses
Report Writing
Interviewing
Evaluating a Story

Weeks 31-35
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Language Usage Problems
Report Writing
Organizational Skills
Evaluating a Story

Weeks 36-40
Language
Writing
Study Skills
Reading

Comprehensive Language Review
Report Writing
Organizational Skills
Evaluating a Story
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,"
The author has developed sample materials to accompany this
curriculum.

For further information, please contact:
Nelly C. Mclauchlan

(

Please note: Personally Identifying Information was redacted from this page.

